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A

August 1975

The Soviet Uninn is a multi-national state in an age of

nationalism. Of the three great European land empires of the

nineteenth century -the Austrian, Turkish, and Russian — only

the Russian is still intact. Although the vital signs of the

Soviet empire remain strong, many of its national minorities

— which number over 100, and make up almost half of the Soviet

population — continue to resist the "melting pot" process,

and some of them are becoming more rather than less assertive.

Accordingly, the nationalities problem is one of the most per-

sistent and vexing domestic problems confronting Soviet author-

ities today. This paper, a distillation of a research study,

"Nationalism in Soviet Ukraine," examines nationalist tendencies

among the largest and most influential Soviet national minority.

It estimates the extent to which centrifugal and destabilizing

forces are at work in the Ukraine, and evaluates Moscow's

efforts to contain them.

Forces of Integration and Forces of Separation

Many factors contribute to the vitality of Ukrainian
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national feeling and tend to stiffen Ukrainian resistance to

Russification:

— They have a rich cultural heritage and retain

a degree of pride that they are more "European"

than the Russians.

— They occupy an area of great economic significance,

which serves both as a granary and as a major

mineral producer of the Soviet Union.

— The sheer weight of their numbers (Ukrainians make up

17 percent of the Soviet population) adds to their

strength

.

Yet, these centrifugal tendencies may be diluted by other forces:

— Ethnically and linguistically the Ukrainians have

considerable affinity to the Russians, who are also

members of the East Slav family.

— The eastern part of the Ukraine — which contains

most of the republic's population, resources, and

industry — has belonged to the Russian or Soviet

empire during most of the modern period. East

Ukrainians are close to the Russians in cultural

and religious background.

— Soviet authorities tend to accept Ukrainians,

fellow SlvVs, on an almost equal footing with

Russians in elite recruitment.

-2-
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— Under Khrushchev and Brezhnev, both of whom rose

through the Ukrainian Communist Party, the

Ukrainian Party has enjoyed a privileged position.

The Ukrainians are more completely integrated into the Soviet

system than most other Soviet national minorities, and the system

has been relatively good to them. Their similarity to the

Russians may give central authorities some grounds for hope that

assimilation may ultimately solve the Ukrainian problem.

Russification in the Ukraine

A survey of linguistic and demographic trends suggests

that time may indeed be on the side of the forces of assimilation

in East Ukraine. The process is slow, but the Russian element in

the cities of East Ukraine is growing, through assimilation of

Ukrainians and migration of Russians. Linguistic Russification

there is proceeding steadily. In the urban areas of East Ukraine

today the number of ethnic Russians and linguistically Russified

Ukrainians (those who claim Russian as their native tongue)

roughly equals the number of unassimilated Ukrainians.

In West Ukraine the statistics tell a somewhat different

story. West Ukraine has more than held its own against Russian

encroachments. This fact points to an imoortant dimension of

the Ukrainian problem. While East Ukraine shares much of its

long history with Russia, the Soviet annexation of West Ukraine,

-3-
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occurring only during World War II, introduced into the Soviet

system an alien and generally hostile population which can be

Russified, if at all, only through a massive and prolonged

effort.

While assimilation is gradually taking place in East

Ukraine, this does not preclude the possibility that Ukrainian

opposition to Russian rule may be increasing, partly because

of the West Ukrainian infection. The two tendencies would not

necessarily be incompatible. The very forces of urbanization,

social mobilization, and mass education, which work to efface

national differences in the long run, may simultaneously

heighten consciousness of those differences in the short run.

The typical Ukrainian dissident is an urban intellectual of

peasant stock, the person most aware both of the Ukrainian

identity and of the forces working to weaken this identity.

The protests of Ukrainian nationalists in the cities are in

part provoked by the very success of Russification, by the

gradual assimilation of Ukrainians, the demeaning of the

indigenous culture, and the competition for jobs between

Russians and Ukrainians.

Nationalist Dissent in the Ukraine

Nationalism in the Ukraine does appear to be growing, or

at least becoming more vocal. During the last several decades

-4-
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Ukrainian dissent has undergone an evolution ~ from the armed,

anti-Soviet resistance of World War II, to the formation of

conspiratorial groups in the 1950s, to the flourishing of open

protest in the 1960s. The period of the late 1960s witnessed

the emergence of a new type of dissent, avowedly Marxist in

orientation, which appealed to new Soviet elites for whom

traditional Ukrainian nationalism seemed outdated. Dissidents

since then have been less organized and more fragmented, less

clandestine and more overt, less single-minded in their quest

for national sovereignty and more variegated, less militant

but perhaps more geographically widespread. Overt dissent

probably reached its peak between 1968 and 1970, in the wake

jf the invasion of Czechoslovakia and during the period when

Petr Shelest, then First Secretary of the Ukrainian Party, was

permitting dissident writers a measure of latitude. Since

Shelest's removal in 1972, his successor's campaign for ideological

conformity has put the dissidents on the defensive, but they have

not been completely silenced and the reintroduction of more

draconian measures may have radicalized them.

A geographical and sociological breakdown of dissidents

reveals that dissent is not completely confined to an isolated

intelligentsia or to one section of the Ukraine.

— While nationalism has always been stronger

-5-
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in West Ukraine, in the late 1960s and early 1970s

dissent seems to have been on the rise in the cities

of East Ukraine as well.

— Larger portions of the educated classes have been

involved in protests since the 1960s. In addition

to the few intellectuals who have cast their lot

with open dissent, large numbers of the "establishment"

intelligentsia sympathize with nationalist views in

greater or lesser degree.

— Ukrainian nationalism probably has a stronger

popular base than Russian liberal dissent, embracing

both urban elements and, again especially in the case

of West Ukraine, the peasantry.

Popular support of Ukrainian intellectual dissent, however,

is largely latent.

— If nationalist disturbances involving the peasantry

have occurred in recent years, we do not know about

them. Overt nationalism today is essentially an

urban phenomenon.

— Even in the cities cooperation between workers and

intellectuals is probably impeded by the general

failure of the nationalist intelligentsia to articulate

lower class grievances concerning living standards

and material welfare.

-6-
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The case of the Ukrainian dissidents is strengthened

somewhat by support from other dissatisfied elements in Soviet

society.

-- Mutual distrust prevented an alliance between

Jews and Ukrainians in the past, but Ukrainian

dissidents today make clear their distaste for

anti-Semitism, and they are receiving some

cautious backing from Jews in the Ukraine.

Russian liberal dissidents, traditionally luke-

warm or hostile toward Ukrainian separatist

sentiments, are showing more sympathy toward

Ukrainian aspirations, while the Ukrainians are

defining their crusade more broadly and stress-

ing its connection with the common struggle

for civil liberties in the Soviet Union.

Christian dissent continues to reinforce

Ukrainian nationalism. The Uniate Church,

which adheres to the Orthodox rite but recog-

nizes the authority of the Pope in Rome, has

traditionally been a bearer of Ukrainian national

feeling in West Ukraine. The Uniate Church was

officially dissolved by Moscow in 1947, but there

were indications that Uniate believers in the

Ukraine became restive during the 1960s.

-7-
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External support for the Ukrainian nationalists may in

some cases encourage Ukrainian dissidents to engage in bolder

acts of defiance.

~ As the regime* j detente policies make it

increasing.! / vulnerable to criticism “from the

other shore/' and open up channels of communication

between the Soviet Union and the West, organized

protest of Ukrainian emigres in the US and Canada

becomes a potential shield for Ukrainian dissidents.

— The PRC in recent years has stepped up its efforts

to exploit the Ukrainian nationality problem via

propaganda and contacts with Ukrainian emigre

groups. A long drawn out and debilitating Sino-

Soviet war might stimulate Ukrainian fractionalism,

but it is unlikely that Ukrainian nationalists

would side with the Chinese regime, which they

probably dislike more than the Soviet one.

The Ukraine is much more susceptible to East

European influence, due to the historical

association of West Ukraine with bordering

East European countries, and the polyglot

character of the affected populations on both

Approved For Release 2004/06/29 : CIA-RDP86T00608R0006001 70005-4
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sides. Nationalist movements in Eastern Europe

could spark repercussions in the Ukraine, as

happened on a limited scale during the Czecho-

slovak crisis of 1968.

Although nationalism in the Ukraine appears to be waxing

rather than waning, a serious separatist effort is not in

sight. Even if the Ukrainians resented Russian domination

as greatly as do the East Europeans, at least two major

factors make the Ukrainian situation different from that of

Poland or Czechoslovakia.

— The Ukraine has no national military units of

its own. The various Soviet nationalities are

thoroughly and deliberately integrated in the

Soviet military; troops stationed in the Ukraine

probably do not contain a higher than proportionate

percentage of Ukrainians.

— Although the Ukrainian Party and government are

in the hands of native Ukrainians, which is not

the case with many Soviet republics, if put to

the test, the indigenous elite would probably by and

large cast its lot with the regime. The leaders of

the Ukrainian Party are more loyal to Moscow than

were their counterparts in Czechoslovakia. The

central regime has accorded Ukrainian Party

-9-
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apparatchiks career advantages perhaps outticinnt

to prevent them from nurturing significant grievances.

National lot Tendencies In the Ukrainian Party

Yet the Ukrainian Party itself hao not been completely

free of nationally tcndcncien. While a Ukrainian Comnunint

larty loader' a primary loyalty in to the Party, few Ukrainian

officials are no rigidly loyal to the center an to place the

intcrcotn of the all-union Party alwayn atxive thooo of the

Ukraine, or no opportunintic an to be totally insensitive

to the needo and denireo of the people among whom they live.

In varying degrees they are responsive to those desires,

at times because of the practical difficulties encountered

in administering unpopular central policies, at tines because

popular desires sometimes coincide with the Communist official's

desire to win economic concessions for "his" region. Moreover,

a Ukrainian loader may attempt to manipulate nationalism as a

lever for increasing his political influence in Moscow.

The case of Petr Shelest, First Secretary of the Ukrainian

Party from 1963 to May 1972, provides an example of a Ukrainian

leader who displayed attitudes which could be labelled "nationalist

m the broadest sense of the word. His identification with and

toleration of Ukrainian national sentiment played a major — if

not the major role in paving the way for his removal.

-10-
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.MhnJnol’o "national inm" wan man! fenled In never

n

I ways,

— He wan guilty of economic "local I run, " r,ren

In hin ImJd defense of tho interrntn of the

Ukrainian coal-mining industry.

-- llo appeared unwilling to throw hin full

weight lieliind eargvt igns to repress nationalist

dissent .

Hr rncotir aged thr unr of the Ukrainian

language in educat ion.

He permitted literary expressions of Ukrainian

nat ional pride, and h impel f wrote a !«ook which

glorified aspects of Ukrainian history in

infxo 1 i t i c fash ion.

• ihclent r. nationalism" may have gone no deeper than

the desire of a regional leader to strengthen hin power bone,

and to gain support in his personal vendetta with Brezhnev.

Whatever hin motivation, he did act in ways which associated

h ini with Ukrainian nat-ional t fvc 1 i nn

•

Since it is unlikely that Shelest would have taken the

stands he did without the support of important segments of the

Ukrainian Party, it is probable that nationalist tendencies

arc still present in the upper echelons of the Ukrainian

Party. At present Shchcrbitsky, Shelest's replacement as

11
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f Irr.t .Secret at y, to have th” Ukrainian Party in hand.

II” ban
j
surged thorp wlK> their foot. in » ho canpai'ih

for ideological purity, and many of t hn.ro who had clear

connection* with .Shrlr-r.l. Alwn all, h” ha-? none out of bin

way to ”,Ttj^iaRir,” that the Ukrainian Party look* to Moncow

for it r; march iryj order n. Yet in the Khrushchov ora Shchorbitr-ky

reputedly showed notse mettle in hi?; dealitvir. with cent ral

aut nor it ie*. Up in no closely identified with hrrrhnpv that,

it will) J.?p difficult for him to do a volte-face on nationalities.

t»d icy while hr ezhnev remain* in office, hut if a succession

hr inur. a c. hnjvje in the political climate he miuht find it

expedient to fleck accnrrorlat inn with nationalist element*

in the Ukraine.

•ov)”t fiat imal i t y Policy in IV year s Ahead

Vrrhr hrernnev the leadership has taken a hard line

ajainst all fnr.-r. of Ukrainian nationalism, put ca-TwiHnr.

to t'«ot out national irvr at” hard to sustain for Irrvj mrirri-.,

r.jnce they run the danger of exacerl-at inu the problm they

were intencWl to solve, And the vice of “localism* can I**

exjrcte } to rear itr. bead per iorlical ly. A rr.jior.al Party to-.-.,

wt.ate.er hits r.a t. icm lie y , in responsible for the ecoocoic

performance of hi* unices repub l 1c. He naturally lobbies for

itr. interest n in the allocation of resources.

11 -
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IV)U, nftnr float, h and .iftnr ’Wmir-hdi*?**'q r,,,rM < , , (nr,

lrm(>nrnry difftiRion of authority ronulf-d j n n ro | ;h ,lU„n nf

HiiRBiflcnUon of foil R nrvi a -irovt h in nnr,-rt iv-n-sn „f t)nJon

roinihHo lrad-rn. A nimilar rolaxai.ion may wrll follow l, r ,7 |llM '
!!

|„,t will prnlvihly I nr, Rhorf.-livrr! an prcvinm, "ihnvr,.'

' >n U,n who, °' <ju{ hot it inn ,an l>~ nx,or , r( l to rnn t inn- n

tJnm^ ^UonaJi.ioR polk-,, in ,-nnUn.m *l,„rnatind

r.>nr--nr of ro t ,ro PR |n„ with fr t i-lr of mal hn n-il-ct.. , n h ,v
n f for ( to Knnp n nau-j ifto problem utvjor cont rol without

o-Mravat irvj it. Th-y may hop" »ha» lon-i-inivm forcer, of

nod-rnirat ion and serial intotration wil l do w?v»t. o? ,t -atvl-out

rrprnr.r.ion nr,non; undercut. ronority nationalism fry nr.-Kltj.al ly

* 1 i ..inaUn-i t Ik- nat ional fJiff.errm.vn which J j r $•-

I--,! t i< olat >r,Uc attitudes j n t.V "Hr a if?- and in oth-r

l " t<Wr
. and nrr to j^r^iv^j nr, a ser ioun

? i \ f O A ? f ft ¥ Ivn »i I « « 1* *> 1 t —
* * *'* b f-wnvrr , t • tn rr.fvrriv.iMo *h (1 * *

djffnr,f,. an,roach r-iuht 1~ adopts). n,„ K^h ,irfi nf , v.

(,rra‘ Fuss.} an nationality wwi.Jrl tvrt<* it difficult to *r.t nbl in?,

a K..,,i„« f-d-ral system, nvn if thin w-r- d-nirod, Consonant ly,

if concessions cav, tb-y would proUihly t.a^ , fV for.- of urar.t ir>;

<,,rMrf ~ autcoory to a fr-v try nationalities, j n nn „ ffr, r ,

lf> Ivf th-ir t. for th- r,yr,t,rn-.

Yrt th* s'f tciward Huns inn «5o~ination and tb- creation

of a unitary stat- in «U*n. This urn-, with twin in t*y old

-13
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ini t mbit ion, jr. nlr.o nl.rc'M'tt lirrvvl by S.ivirt hloolo'iy. Tlu 1

•Min f.hrtmt of Soviet. Mnrxint idoolojy linn U-m townr.l font ml

i

7.v<l

txilMic.il nrvl economic ?)nrir;ion-mnV, iivi, nn.J on i f f»rm cu.lt ur nl form:;.

n>‘» rrvi i n 1 in*1 of boyjnt tint inn.il ii i'*r; t*ol icy over t ho y.*nt ti, ovon

will) i t n fit?; nn?l ~t.it It;, linn l*oon nn n I 1 .*x; 'I, .jonofnlly, to

' rnt r?f or.fi * h<-> obi rrnl t i-nnt ionnl Ru?:“inn ntnM.ro int o n Soviet

"tint , on” wlx’rtp cit. i b’li", t cnidl.- "?: > f nnt ionnl if.y, own tlmir

t>t j.:.nt y b ynlfy t o llio Soviet ofnto, In nny «’V«*nt , "«>1 it i
<

*,n 1

•
. cnttn.l i/nt b’j* in n "Inf.* w}).).* onn nnt ionnl ity i?; |,;t ijpi * bnn

nil t l«n o? f>n.r n . jr,.-.), nr; w<*l) nr; l*' inn limit hinforb* rrvn.~,t.rr ,

ir.nvi ' nbly results jti .Vv-jn.it jon ly t int nnt. b 'nil ity. /u n< r*n : ,

fp>.- * b*' t ntvii'n jnt of bo,* j n t ,
:
,T,nrr }, |,jnnnnf.*;, nf f j.* jnn-y in

• nhnr -n.j , f » ;><?•/ ,*,»«’ nbb* to t r.-nt • .*nt it.* CSSS fl -.;?ri)n

<•1 n:v } n <*».?j|y, T'l'!'j?V'J J r>; t ;r •: ntvl .1 ?'•*'.
) It*, j *V ! ff. >]•/; wf)ef «'

'• f o j* nbb- ot ?•? ? nt •** j bn 1 1 1 y useful , without remit.) for

b.-‘n.I

if > ;» t-Ut n tjfv* j * nt n t ** l
•»* " jnt «*r nnt ivjin.l .i.*»- 5" or

r-t nrvlnt.Ji ?n.,) th, r.u;V5rjt the ;b>vi-*t. t‘nbm, inn I,

w

.mi

rjltum }* fhn b«)icnl v.*bj.’> f •: * Mr: put* m. *•;..- r* *; ! \

5
,;*:**•; j'

-

;;, J y which i :

j no J nfrjiji j«* nn- i . ilfurn |

umvet r-n 2 « ;c*l to sot *,-o >b-.* tv*.--.!*; ? -r ; 1 * * **
•*:n f j-.ttnl .‘

1 i t% for

roTi "t ; nn.f ;
r; t « nn 1 info ;.'-n, rnr*. ; «• ibfpriln.'( on *t

.

vrvjt jo .ml

nv.-n i idii -iticnl Ufounrl-. In t r net ?.;<*, Wv^r, “?•
.
j?-. o s s

- .it i-

-

hnr. b,} ? "Su-mif irnt bm,- the
j ? v.-;r: by which t’;. t^n-r
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attempts in transform the minor it: ion oh jectivoly and psychologically

into Uusnians. Morn considerations of Mo.ilfXJlit Ik ate probably

paramount. — it in the desire for more ixtlitir.il cont rol over

t lif minor it ion which leads central author it ion to strive for the

eradication of national differences.

It in oven possible that .Soviet leaders mbjht move further

in thin direction, toward a t ad lea 1 reduct ion of the authority

of the union iej«)blien, turbans result iivj in l li<> formal addition

of the , .oviet federation, and op«en association of the Oximunint

r»^i irtw with traditional Russian nat ional ism. There in little

indb at ion that the present Soviet leadern are Great Russian

chauvinists consumed with an emotional den ire to convert alien

population-. Hut rxjme of them torlay flirt with Hum inn nat ional inm

because of He possible user, an a txditical tool, recall ini the

fact, that, dur ini World War II, Stalin discarded Marxist nb» ans

in favor of nat ional int ones with create, emit ional appeal

.

oith the wan ini of ideoloiy an a force capable of mfivat ini people

and lei i t iris im the feuire, r.ro- leaders .-.ay cardini ai.o-it f.oi

a suhst itute "is? e-p a? ive myth*’ for the » j ir»-

.

offer the Russian Republic ilMf, thefe in no area of the

soviet r~: lr ^ flr,r ‘s i'T»->r* ant to tV'scow than the Ukraine. Neither

the center nor the province are easy in their present relationship

and in one way or another thin in bcxrrxl to charge in corini yr am.

-IV
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Thin change my bo qrmJual niul evolutionary, but. it my alno

ronult: from o dominion in f to row :.hat, r.j^einl monnuron ore required.

If no# t;ho direction of ehruvio will more likely !>e toward qrrntet

centralization# rather than a devolut ion of power.

-1
l ir
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DISCUSSION

I. INTRODUCTION

I hr Soviet Union n multi fiat idttiil state in at>

nl t > a t iom? I i s 1 1 1 , ( )f 1

1

ir* lljtrr j!te*a I Ktitnpeau
I'mmI compiles hI the nineteenth imini y-—

. the* Auv
ifian, I in l hit, will I a f

i—only the* Huvdan is

'»Hll fulfil t. Although t hr’ vital sijrn% of the Soviet
nnpirr tc-maiti stroiin. many of IK national mfnurb
tie s , which number ovrr a hundred. and make up
a!mn%! half of I hr’ Soviet imputation—eemtimte to
rrau Ihissif it atimi j»r» s.snres, and some* of tlu*rn air
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in llie Ukraine* and evaluates Moscow’s efforts
lo contain them, The Ukrainians possess character-
isdes which, taken together, them a unique
position among Soviet minorities. Soiik* of these;

features— the* size and eoheslveness of the* Ukrain-
ian population, the economic significance of their
area, tin* historical longevity of the* Ukraine as a dis-

tinct ethnic cornmnnity conselou.s of an Independent
< nltiiral heritage, and the* Ukrainian’s historic sus-

ceptibility to Western cultural influences—would
seem to Increase the ability of the Ukrainians to re-

sist Ihisslflcntlon pressures. Yet other fac tors—par-
ticularly the considerable affinity ( linguistic, ethnic,

cultural
) among Hussions and Ukrainians—may

work in the opposite direction. Soviet anthorities
tcanl to accept Ukrainians, fellow Slavs, on an
almost equal footing with Husslaiis in elite recruit-

ment, and tinder Khrushchev and Hre/.lmev the
Ukrainian Comnmnist Party has enjoyed a privi-

leged position. Yet the similarity between Ukrain-
ians and Hnssians may also make* central authori-
fjr«,—believing that I lit* Ukrainians arc* more* easily

assimilable* than many other nationalities— less in*

e lined to accord Ukrainians rights as a group,

Ibis paper appraises Ukrainian nationalism on
several levels, hirst, the charac ter of tin* Ukrainian
nationality and the question of how fully the* Ukrain-
ian people; and the Ukrainian Party have been in-

tegrated inter the Soviet system is considered. See*
one) a review of linguistic void demographic trends
in the* Ukraine indicates tin* spe*ed and extent of

Ihivdfieatirm the re*. Finally, an examination of na*
tiemalist elissent among Ukrainian intellectuals, and
of nationalist manifestations within tin* Ukrainian
( ammnmist Party. suggests the extent and nature of

resistance to central control,

II. THE PLACE OF THE UKRAINE IN THE SOVIET
SYSTEM

A. The Ukrainian Nation

Soviet Ukraine is more than an administrative

subdivision. The II million Ukrainians in the Soviet

Union form tin* ingest national minority in the

country and account for 17 percent of its imputa-
tion VI n* Ukraim* itself contains >17 million people
(over li percent of the Soviet imputation ), of which
*k> million are ethnic Ukrainians. In area and popu-
lation "hr Ukraine is ntamt the* si/e of France. Its

people possess all the* attributes of a nation: a com-
mon language, filmic distinctness, geographic and
economic cohesion, and consciousness of a shared
heritage, The vitality of Ukrainian nationalism and
the ability oi the Ukrainians to resist assimilation de-

pend on the* stirni'th of these qualities,

As muc h as any republic in the* Soviet Union, the

Ukraine possesses the basis for a sell -sufficient econ-
omy. It serves both as a granary and a major mineral
producer of the Soviet Union. Among its mineral
resources, the primary raw materials lor heavy
metallurgy are most important. Scarcely anywhere
else* in the Soviet Union arc* coal, iron, and man*
I'nnrsc found in such proximity as in the Fast

Ukraine. In addition to the* rich coal deposits in the

Donets Basin, or Donbas, another coalfield lias been
discovered in the* Lvov region. Krivoy Ho;' in the

Dnepropetrovsk)' region produces iron ore* of a high

cjuality, and manganese is found in the middle
Dnepr urea. The Donbas has extensive suit and mer-
emy deposits. Vast natural gas resources have* been
discovered in Fast Ukraine. Petroleum fields lie in

several eastern regions, in the Crimea, and in the*

foothills if the* Carpathians, where potash is also

found. In addition, the* Ukraine produces about one
quarter of the Soviet Union’s grain, as well as sugar
heels and a variety of other crops.

The Ukraine has well-developed and diversified

industries. In IWia die Ukraine produced more* pig-

hon than any Kutnpcan country, more steel than

the* United Kingdom or France, and was second only
to the United Kingdom in coal mining. The Ukraine
leads the world in per capita production of iron,

steel, and iron ore*. Its chemical Industry has ex-

panded vapidly since* the* and it is the* major
liras \ ‘mac hine comtnict/nn center of the Soviet

Union. 'Ilie Ukraine also produce's some* aluminum,
alxmt Iwirtiii'cls of the country’s sugar and half its

salt.

Tin* past played by the Ukraine* in the Soviet

economy is considerable. On balance*, it contributes

more to the Soviet exchequer than it receives from
it, although the* costs of administration and defense

borne by the all-union government tend to eren the

score. Although the Ukraine's light industry is

underlie’ doped, and it imports cloth, lumber, and
some* other products from other parts of the Soviet

Union. tin* Ukraine has escaped the narrow regional
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specialization which has been forced on some union

republics. Confined for half a century within a

closed economy and unable to reach foreign markets

directly, the Ukraine has become to a certain degree

welded economically to the other regions of the So-

viet Union, but its economy is relatively balanced

and has become less reliant on the traditional sur-

pluses of coal, iron and steel, and grain. If cut loose

from the all-union economy, the economy of the

Ukraine could probably stay afloat.

While the economic importance of their area and

the sheer weight of their numbers give the Ukrain-

ians a strength lesser Soviet nationalities lack, the

similarity of Ukrainians to Russians doubtless gives

Soviet authorities some grounds for hope that Rus-

sification may ultimately solve the Ukrainian prob-

lem. Little Russians (Ukrainians), White Russians

( Belorussians), and Great Russians make up the

three branches of the East Slav family. The accul-

turation of the Ukrainians may be more feasible, for

example, than the absorption of the Baltic nation-

alities.

In assessing the ability of the Ukrainians to retain

their national identity in the face of Russifying pres-

sures, however, it is necessary to make a distinction

between Fast Ukrainians and West Ukrainians. In

modern times the Ukraine has never formed an in-

dependent political state (except during the brief

and confused period following the Bolshevik Revo-

lution), and its territories have often been divided

among several states. Only with the territorial ac-

quisitions of World War II were all Ukrainian ter-

ritories consolidated in one Soviet republic. East

Ukraine, most of which has belonged to the Russian

or Soviet empire during most of the modern period,

is closer to the Great Russians in historical traditions

and in cultural and religious background than is

West Ukraine, which was annexed only during

World War II.

West Ukraine, encompassing the seven provinces

annexed by the Soviet Union between 1939 and

1945, by virtue of its border location and history has

long been more Western-oriented than the eastern

part of the republic. Five of the western oblasts,

those which make up Eastern Galicia (Lvov, Ivano-

Frankovsk, and Ternopol oblasts) and part of Voly-

nia (Volynia and Rovno oblasts) were under Aus-

trian or Polish rule for centuries, although the

25X1

Volynian areas had been under Russian rule from

the eighteenth century until World War I. Trans-

carpathia (Ruthenia), acquired by the Soviets from

Czechoslovakia, was under Hungarian control until

World War I. Chernovtsy, formerly called Northern

Bukovina, belonged to Romania until World War II.

While East Ukraine contains no sizeable minority

except for the Russians, West Ukraine hosts two sig-

nificant minorities. Most of the Poles in Eastern

Galicia were deported to Poland after the war, but

Hungarians constitute 14 percent of the population

of Trnnsearpathin, while Romanians and the closely-

related Moldavians make up 19 percent of Cher-

novtsy. At the same time, Czechoslovakia and Po-

land contain small but vocal Ukrainian minorities.

This intermingling of nationalities creates a poten-

tially troublesome situation in the Soviet Ukraine.

Nationalist movements in Eastern Europe could

spark repercussions in the Ukraine itself, as hap-

pened during the Czechoslovak crisis of 1968 (see

page 22).

West Ukraine's religion has also helped to set it

apart from the rest of Ukraine. Most of the Chris-

tians in West Ukraine, except for Volynia and Cher-

novtsy, are Uniatcs, Greek Catholics who adhere to

the Orthodox rite but recognize Rome’s authority,

while the great mass of East Ukrainian believers are

Orthodox. The Uniate church has traditionally been

a bearer of Ukrainian national feeling. The church’s

intimate connection with the Ukrainian independ-

ence movement during World War II provided the

pretext for its official dissolution by Moscow in

1946. A nationalist Ukrainian Autocephalous Ortho-

dox Church did exist and was intermittently active

in East Ukraine from 1921 until its final suppression

during World War II, but it never commanded as

much popular support as the Uniates in West
Ukraine. The officially sanctioned Russian Orthodox

Church is subservient to the state, which has relied

on it in the struggle with the "national” churches

in the East as well as the West.

In the East Ukraine, Ukrainian national feelings

have traditionally been stronger in the north, partic-

ularly in the northwestern regions (Khmelnitsky,

Vinnitsa, Zhitomir, Kiev, Cherkassy, Poltava). Part

of this northwestern territory was acquired by Rus-

sia only in the late eighteenth century. The south,

which contains most of the largo cities, was settled

3
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touch later, and has historically had a less Ukrainian
character. Yet ns a whole the Bust Ukraine shares
much of its long history with the Great Russians.

Because of its closer physical proximity and closer
cultural tics to Europe, however, ever, while under
Russian rule the East Ukraine has played a distinc-

tive role in the development of the Russian state

—

as a conveyor of Western influences. Peter the
Great, for example, relied heavily on Ukrainian ad-
visors and ideas in his cifort to Westernize Russia
in the eighteenth century. The Ukraine is important
in Russian history for another related reason. To
some nineteenth century liberals—both Russian and
Ukrainian—the early history of the Ukraine repre-

sented the quest for freedom and the defiance of
the centralized autocratic state. This conception of
Ukraine’s historical role can be seen in the inter-

pretation of two events, both of which have sparked
fierce disputes between contemporary Soviet Rus-
sian and Ukrainian historians. At issue is not merely
a dry, academic matter, but the identity of a people.

The first event concerns the destruction of the
first "Russian” state, centered on Kiev in the Dnepr
River Valley in the early middle ages. Western in

outlook and in its political system, the Kievan state

prospered until the Tatar invasion of the thirteenth

century. For the next 200 years much of the old
Kievan territories were subjected to the Tatar yoke,
but parts of Ukraine (Galicia and Volynia) were
absorbed by Poland and Lithuania. When a new
state to the north, Muscovy, rose to drive out the
Tatar intruders and “gather the Russian lands,” it

differed from its Kievan predecessor substantially:

in its territorial base, in its political system, even in

its ethnic make-up. Russian historians have stressed

the continuity between the Kievan and Muscovite

periods, and view much of Russian foreign policy

in the centuries to come as a continuing effort to

reclaim the Ukrainian territories as a legitimate part

of the Russian state. Ukrainian historians, on the

contrary, have seen the Tatar invasion as marking a

sharp break and are inclined to regard Moscow’s
eventual annexation of the East Ukraine as a con-

quest of one separate people by another, rather than

a family reunion.

Another cherished Ukrainian memory is of the

period of Cossack freedom. The Cossacks were

hands of free-wheeling trappers and mercenaries
who lived in several areas not yet brought under
the sway of the expanding Muscovite state. Those
in the no-man’s land along the lower reaches of the

Dnepr formed a community—the Zaporozhian
Sich—governed by a rough democracy and serving
as a sanctuary for runaway serfs and others who
wanted to escape governmental oppression. While
the Ukrainians idealize the Zaporozhian Cossacks as

free spirits who defied the Tsars, Soviet historians

attempt to uncover evidence of class conflict in the

egalitarian Cossack society, and regard the “unifi-

cation” (or subjugation) of the Cossack lands with
the Tsarist state as a blessing for the Ukraine.

The Ukrainians have romanticized their history

somewhat, yet the “myth” of the Ukrainians of old

as a proud and freedom-loving people has survived
to provide Ukrainians today with national heroes, a

national ideal, and a conception of national charac-
ter. Years of Soviet education, which subtly empha-
sizes the superiority of things Russian, have taken
their toll, but have not completely destroyed the

Ukrainians’ appreciation and knowledge of their

own national culture and history.

B. The Ukraine's Status Vis-6-vis the Union

Under Khrushchev and Brezhnev, the Ukrainians
have achieved the status of “second among equals”
of Soviet nationalities. A policy of “recruiting local

cadres” to govern the Ukraine, first employed dur-

ing the 1920s as part of the effort of korenizatsiya

(“taking root” or “nativization”) has been revived.

The Ukrainian Party, composed of these indigenous

but obedient apparatchiks, has been elevated to the

position of the Russian Party’s junior partner. At the

same time, Ukrainians appear to be granted virtually

equal vocational opportunities, as the central regime

attempts to strengthen the bonds of interest among
elites of different nationalities and weaken bonds
among different social groups within the same na-

tionality. As a result of these policies, a native Com-
munist elite governs the Ukraine; the Ukraine today
is no longer a colonial outpost run by Great Rus-

sians.

Since World War II the Ukrainian Party has be-

come almost completely Ukrainized. Beginning with

the Khrushchev era and continuing until 1972, the
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Ukrainian Representation in the Ukrainian Communist Party
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Ukrainian Party experienced a remarkable spurt of
growth, although its membership is still dispropor-
tionately low compared with the all-union average.
During this period of growth, many local cadres
were recruited, and today indigenous participation
in the Ukrainian Party is higher than in most union
republics. The Ukrainian representation in the
Ukrainian Party rose from 60 percent in 1958 to 75
percent in 1972, as high as the Ukrainian share of
the population of Ukraine. During this period the
Russian element in the Party fell from 28 percent
to 19 percent, although the Russian share of the
population of the Ukraine was growing. 1

Ukrainians dominate the upper echelons as well
as the rank and file of the Ukrainian Party. While
in almost all other union republics Russians serve
as second secretaries, important posts because of
their control over cadres, since 1953 both the first

and the second secretaries of the Ukrainian Party
have been ethnic Ukrainians. Of the eleven full

members of the present Ukrainian Politburo, only
one is Russian. Of the twenty-four first secretaries
of Ukrainian oblast (province) Party committees
( obkoms

) whose nationality can be ascertained,

twenty are ethnic Ukrainians (there are twenty-five
committees). Moreover, many of the Russians in

high positions in the Ukrainian apparat are natives

or long-time residents who have risen through the
ranks of the Ukrainian apparat, not Muscovite in-

tendants imposed on the native elite from outside.

The four obkom first secretaries in the Ukraine
known to be ethnic Russians, for example, all appear
to be either natives of the area, or to have lived

there for many years.2

25X1

There has, however, been a general tendency to
appoint East Ukrainians, presumably more trust-
worthy, to fill important posts in West Ukraine. 11

Party membership is also considerably lower in the
western oblasts. None of the seven western oblasts
have as many as forty Party members per one
thousand people. All but two of the eighteen east-
ern oblasts have at least forty Party members per
one thousand people. 4 The higher percentage of
Russians residing in the eastern oblasts may be
partly responsible for this difference.

The high level of native participation in the
Ukrainian Party is partly due merely to the socio-
economic advancement of the Ukraine, which has
increased the size of the native elite. It also reflects
the growing acceptance of the Communist regime
by part of the Ukrainian elite, whether for reasons
of conviction or convenience. In a sense, it is not that
a Ukrainian elite has captured control of the Ukrain-
ian Party, but that the Ukrainian Party has captured
the allegiance of a Ukrainian elite. But the increas-
ing tendency to give responsible positions to Ukrain-
ians also indicates that the central leadership no
longer distrusts file Ukrainian Party as a rival power
center, as Stalin did, but regards the Ukrainian
Communists as reliable partners.

Graduates of the Ukrainian apparat also occupy
important positions in central Party and government
institutions, although this is partly an historical acci-

dent and has little effect on the centers policy to-

ward the Ukraine.5 Khrushchev, a former First Sec-

retary of the Ukrainian Party, naturally filled key
posts in Moscow and elsewhere with old cronies and
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clients from the Ukrainian Party. Brezhnev, one of

these Khrushchev proteges, continued this practice

on a reduced scale. Four of the fifteen full members
of the Politburo—Brezhnev, Kirilenko, Podgorny,

ami Polyansky—spent their early careers in the

Ukrainian Party. Shcherbilsky, First Secretary of the

Ukrainian Party, is also a lull member, and another,

Grechko, is an ethnic Ukrainian,

Of Politburo members from the Ukrainian up-

parat, Brezhnev and Kirilenko are ethnic Russians,

although Brezhnev was born in the Ukraine and
Kirilenko, who has a Ukrainian name, in an RFT SR
oblast bordering it, The nationality of the “Uk ,un

ians" on the Politburo is not very significant in any

case. They all belong to a Russified, or at least de-

nationalized, appurat. During the early years of the

Khrushchev era these Politburo members at times

seemed to form a political grouping with a common
policy orientation, but at least by 1960, with the re-

moval of Kirichenko from the Politburo, the so-

called “Ukrainian clique” began to break up and

thereafter showed little cohesion on issues. After

Khrushchev s removal, the rivalry between Brezhnev

and Podgorny, and later, the demotions of Polyan-

sky and Shelest, further demonstrated that the

“Ukrainians” on the Politburo did not comprise a

united group. After long years away from their origi-

nal power base, most of them had developed new
constituencies and allies.

Today the “old school tie” of the “Ukrainians”

operates largely on the social level, with little carry-

over into politics. In fact, reliance on differing

power base!- in the Ukrainian Party often has

created frictions rather than political compatibility

among the “Ukrainians.” The rivalry between Pod-

gorny and Brezhnev, and that between Brezhnev

and Shelest had its roots in earlier factional align-

ments in the Ukraine, so that politics at the center

has sometimes appeared to be a continuation of

Ukrainian power politics on a magnified scale.

The “Ukrainians,” initially owing their positions

not to any quota system institutionalizing Ukrainian

representation on the Politiburo but to their per-

sonal ties to Khrushchev or Brezhnev, do not appear

to represent the interests of the Ukraine. Conse-

quently, except in the matter of patronage, the fact

of heavy Ukrainian representation on the Politburo

does not imply special treatment or advantages for

the Ukraine. More significant is the fact that the

First Secretary of the Ukrainian Party, who does

represent Ukrainian interests and answers to a

Ukrainian constituency, has an ex officio place on
the Politburo. Since 1953 the Party boss of the

Ukraine has always sat on the Politburo. At present

one other union republic first secretary is a full

member of the Politburo, but only the Ukraine has

been rcgulnrly represented at that level on what
appears to be intended as a permanent basis.

The Ukraine is somewhat under-represented in

the CPSU Central Committee, making up 15.6 per-

cent of the members and candidate members elected

at the Twenty-fourth Party Congress in 1971, while

the population of the Ukraine makes up 19.5 per-

cent of the total Soviet population. Membership
elected at the three previous congresses, spanning

the period from 1956 to 1966, had shown a gradual

increase in representation for the Ukrainian Ptfrty,

which reached its peak at the Twenty-third Con-

gress, at which the Ukraine provided 16.4 percent

of the membership. The fall in Ukrainian repre-

sentation may reflect in part the troubles of Petr

Shelest, ousted as First Secretary of the Ukraine in

1972, but the discrimination at the Twenty-fourth

Congress appeared to be systematic. While only

twelve of the twenty-five obkom first secretaries of

the Ukraine were elected to the Central Committee,

all but two of the sixty-five first secretaries of the

Russian Republic ( RSFSR x obkoms and autono-

mous republics (ASSRs) were given seats. Repre-

sentation of Ukrainian oblasts appeared to be based

on population or on the size of the oblast Party or-

ganization, while RSFSR oblasts were represented

regardless of the size of their populations. With the

single exception of Ivano-Frankovsk, whose first

secretary at the time was from Dneprodzerzhinsk,

Brezhnevs hometown, all Ukrainian oblasts with

less then 1.7 million people were denied representa-

tion. Those oblasts with between 1.7 and 2.3 million

inhabitants were represented by candidate mem-
bers, and those with over 2.3 million by full mem-

bers. Yet forty-two of the RSFSR oblasts and ASSRs

represented on the Central Committee were “rotten”

oblasts; that is, they had populations smaller than

the 1.7 million seemingly required for Ukrainian

oblasts. In addition, whether measured by a popula •
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lion standard or by the size of regional Party organi-
zations, the Ukraine’s representation lagged behind
that of most other non-Russian republics. Still, in

absolute terms the Ukraine has not done badly. A
larger percentage of Ukrainian oblasts were repre-
sented by full members on the Central Committee
than those of any other republic except for the
RSFSR. 6 And the greater representation for RSFSR
oblasts may be due to the lack of a union iepublie
party organization for the RSFSR rather than to

nationality considerations.

Although the Ukrainian union republic is under-
represented on the Central Committee, the Ukrain-
ian nationality is over-represented. Ethnic Ukrain-
ians made up IS.6 percent of the Central Commit-
tee membership, but only 16.9 percent of the Soviet
population. 7 This is because, besides the Ukrainians
serving in Party and government posts at the center
and in the Ukraine, a number of Ukrainians have
attained positions in other regions which merit
Central Committee membership. Ukrainians, like

Russians, are employed in key managerial and com-
mand positions throughout the Soviet Union—evi-

dence that they are not discriminated against. In
1966 Russians and Ukrainians were the only two
nationalities to hold obkom first secretaryships out-

side their own republics.8 Today at least eight

obkom first secretaries in the RSFSR and two in

Kazakhstan are Ukrainians.9 Ukrainians appear to

be used interchangeably with Russians to bolster

central control in Central Asia. According to one
Soviet commentator, “in the eyes of the Kazakh, the

Tatar, the Kirghiz, the Turkman, or the Uzbek, the

Ukrainian or the Belorussian are to an equal degree

'Russian/”10 An exception to this general lack of

formal discrimination are the preferential nation-

ality quotas of all-union universities. These quotas

favor Asian nationalities over Ukrainians and other

Party. In 1971 fourteen out of sixteen bishops were
native Ukrainians. 1:1

It is doubtful that the heavy representation of

Russians in key elites in the Ukraine is the result

of deliberate policy as much as it is a reflection of

the employment and educational opportunities en-

joyed by all urban residents. The Russians, largely

concentrated in the major cities of the Ukraine, reap
these advantages to the fullest. At the same time,

in some cases the regime does disperse Ukrainian
elites throughout the USSR, with the avowed intent

of fostering their “internationalization/' About one-
fourth of all Ukrainian professionals work outside
the Ukraine .

u Ukrainians living outside the Ukraine,
who comprise one-eighth of the total Ukrainian
population of the Soviet Union, may account for the

bulk cf those working outside the Ukraine. To the

extent that the center does engage in a conscious
policy of cross-posting, this has the effect of arti-

ficially increasing the opportunities which the Rus-
sian city dweller in the Ukraine would enjoy even
under “free market” conditions.

The fact that Ukrainians have taken control of

the Ukrainian Party does not mean that the Ukrain-
ian SSR has gained any significant degree of politi-

cal autonomy. As long as Moscow controls promo-
tions and demotions within the Ukrainian Party,

the Party—whatever its ethnic composition—will

remain a serving elite rather than a ruling elite. As
long as policy for the Ukraine is made by the Soviet

Politburo, whatever the career opportunities for in-

dividual Ukrainians, as a collective they will be
powerless. Yet the existence of the union republic

government should not be written off completely.

Like the nineteenth-century zemstvo *
it could pro-

vide the nucleus around which an opposition to the

central government could form.™

Europeans except, of course, for the Russians.

Within their own republic Ukrainians arc under-

represented in several occupational elites. In 1965,

for example, Ukrainians made up only 61 percent

of the enrollment in Ukrainian universities, 11 and

in 1974 under half of the scientists in the Ukraine

holding doctoral degrees were Ukrainians. 12 The
Russian Orthodox Church in the Ukraine, on the

other hand, ha.c been Ukrainized along with the
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III. KUbblrlCATION AND ITS FRUITS

A. The Brezhnev Years: Toward a Unitary
State

Currently the leadership is conducting a “for-

ward” p* licy toward nationalist heresies. In the mid-

dle 1960s, during the transitional period after Khru-

shchev’s removal, some slippage of central control

*A unit of local self-government which had limited powers
hut which attracted liberal reformers.
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occurred. Several regional party bosses moved to
maximize their authority at a tunc when central
vigilance was relaxed slightly. As the leadership
headed by Brezhnev consolidated its position at the
center, however, it moved to re-establish central
hegemony over the hinterlands.™ By the early 1970s
the erosion of discipline was arrested, and signs ap-
peared that structural changes to reduce the powers
of union republics further were under consideration.
Duing Brezhnevs tenure the themes of economic
centralization, the amalgamation of nationalities,
and Soviet patriotism” have been touted, * and
given point by the decision to draw up a long-term
economic plan for the period from 1976 to 1990.

Brezhnev’s major statement on nationalities policy
was delivered at the December 1972 celebration of
the fiftieth anniversary of the Soviet Union’s forma-
tion. 17 In this speech he capsulated his policy in sev-
eral dogmas, not all of them new but all given new
and authoritative emphasis: that the Soviet economy
forms a unified, organic whole; that regional eco-
nomic parity has been achieved; that the “drawing
together” of nationalities has become a leading tend-
ency. Commentary by other official spokesmen on
these issues registers some disagreement, but shows
an overall trend toward a centralizing, Russifying
policy.

Brezhnev formulated the economic relationship of
the Soviet republics as follows:

The economy of the Soviet Union is not a sum total
of the economies of the individual republics and rr ;ions.

I- has long since become one economic organism,
formed on the basis of the common economic aims and
interests of all our nations and nationalities.

The corollary of economic interdependence is re-

gional specialization. By advancing this theme,
Brezhnev served notice to union republic leaders
that efforts to achieve regional economic autarky
would not be tolerated.

*It is true that some experiments in economic decentraliza-
tion have also been permitted. But decentralization does
not necessarily augment the powers of the union republics.

The creation of economic management organs with hori-

zontal rather than vertical competence, having jurisdiction

over one industry in more than one uni in republic, may
undercut the authority of union republic administrators.
In some cases Khrushchev’s national economic councils

( sovnarkhozy ) had this effect, and the production associa-
tions, officially sanctioned in 1973, may evolve in the same
direction.

Brezhnev s speech also seemed to signal an end
to preferential treatment for backward regions. The
equalization of regional economic development had
long been a stated goal of Soviet economic policy.

Although in practice this objective had often yielded
to the goal of maximizing national economic growth,
it had never been abandoned altogether. Thus, the
eighth and ninth Five-Year Plans, spanning the pe-
riod from 1966 to 1975, favored some of the Cential
Asian republics at the expense of the more indus-
trialized Western republics. In 1970, a typical year
in this respect, the RSFSR, Ukraine, Estonia, and
Latvia all retained less than 37 percent of the reve-
nue from the turnover tax collected within their

borders.* Several months before the fiftieth anni-
versary an authoritative article written by Podgorny
appeared which indicated that new criteria would
henceforth govern resource allocations, that the par-
ticular economic needs of individual republics
would be subordinated to all-union interests. 1H

At the fiftieth anniversary celebration Brezhnev
endorsed this view. He announced that since “the
problem of levelling the economic development of
the national republics had on the whole been re-

solved,” the government was now “able to approach
economic questions, first and foremost, from the
point of view of the interests of the state as a whole,
from the standpoint of raising the efficiency of the
entire national economy of the USSR.” Lenin had
always maintained that economic inequities were
the root of the Soviet nationalities problem. By put-
ting forth the fiction that regional parity had now
been attained, Brezhnev was reinforcing his con-

tention that the nationality problem had been
solved, lie was also attempting to curtail the broker-

ing of regional interests at the center, and providing

a theoretical justification for an intensified effort

to develop Russian Siberia. The use of economic
efficiency as the main criterion for future invest-

ment might have been expected to redound to the
benefit of the Ukraine, Beiorussia, and Georgia,
where the productivity of labor and capital inputs

has grown most rapidly. Instead, more capital is

being pumped into the Eastern RSFSR. High pri-

ority continues to be given to the development of

Much of the investment in Central Asia, however, was
poured into extractive industries, which did little to promote
regional development. ls

n
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the Tyumen oil industry, to the neglect of the
Ukraine’s coal industry, and in March 1974 a major
program to develop the non-black-soil land of the
RSFSR was inaugurated. This may reflect, in part,
a planner’s preference for exploiting the vast natural
resource base in the eastern regions, even at the
cost of initially high investment allocations, rather
than a policy of deliberate discrimination against
the Ukraine and other regions.

The hoopla about a unified economy may be con-
nected with yet another announcement Brezhnev
made—that the draft of a new constitution, long in
the works but rarely mentioned since 1966—would
be made public before the next Party Congress,
scheduled for February 1976. In the scholarly dis-
cussion concerning possible constitutional changes
which followed Brezhnev’s disclosure, proposals
were made for altering administrative boundaries
to match economic rather than nationality lines, thus
reviving a debate which has surfaced periodically
since the 1920s. A suggestion to this effect was set
forth most explicitly in articles by Gosplan official

Viktor Kistanov.20 An authoritative article in 1973
written by Eduard Bagramov, a leading theoretician
on nationality matters and deputy chief editor of
Kojnmunist

, was more cautious but agreed that
naturally, in some cases, as has been the case in

the past, because of, above all, economic expedi-
ency . , . some changes may be made in the bound-
aries between union republics.” He went on to in-

form his readers that “Marxists must not base their
actions entirely and exclusively on the ‘national-
territorial’ principle.” 21 In 1973 articles in various
journals 22 suggested that territorial units based on
ethnic lines were becoming obsolete or, alterna-
tively, advocated constitutional changes to make
union republic laws conform more closely to all-

union legislation. Jurist P.G. Semenov called for the
complete abolition of union republic “autonomy.”

Boundary changes which ignore union republic
lines would threaten the power of local leaders, as
well as offend national sensitivities. Previous cen-

tralized Party administrative organizations that were
established to control regional areas, such as the
short-lived Central Asian Bureau and the Trans-
caucasian Bureau, which Khrushchev created in the
early 1960s, ran up against local vested interests.

The current leadership would approach any such
changes with caution.

25X1

Definite action has been taken, however, to re-

strict the jurisdiction of regional governments. All-

union and union-republic ministries have increased
in number and competence, while the trend has
been toward a reduction of republic ministries. 2 ’ 1

In the past, the complexity of Soviet administrative

law, a confused web of overlapping jurisdictions,

had given skillful local leaders some room for ma-
nuever. The elimination of republic ministries, which
are freer from central interference than union-
republic ministries,* would clarify the subordinate
position of local authorities.

Formulas concerning the evolution of the nation-

alities have also been manipulated to reinforce the

centralizing trend in recent years. In the Khru-
shchev era the premise was propagated that a proc-
ess of “drawing together” was taking place, which
would lead to a “merger” of all nationalities. After

Khrushchev the concept of “merger” was consigned
to a distant future after the worldwide victory of

socialism and emphasis was placed on a dual proc-
ess of “flowering” and “drawing together,” which
delicately balanced the concept of assimilation and
increasing uniformity with that of the free develop-
ment of each nationality.

These two processes had generally been treated

as coequal until 1972; whether nationalities “flower”
through “drawing together” or “draw together”
through “flowering” had never been clarified. But
several articles in 1972 seemed to argue that “draw-
ing together” had become the primary tendency.
Masherov, a candidate member of the Politburo and
head of the Belorussian Party, carried this argu-
ment further than anyone, by reviving the notion
that “merging” was already taking place. Contend-
ing that it was incorrect to assume that “merging”
could take place only after a lengthy stage of de-
velopment, he stated that the tendency toward
“merging” had acquired full scope, particularly in

the economic sphere.24

More moderate voices were heard as well. A
Pravda article by Bagramov, while noting that

‘Union-republic ministries are subordinate jointly both
to the republic and the All-Union Councils of Ministers,
republic ministries legally only to the former.
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“drawing together” was “increasingly acquiring

fundamental significance,” berated “certain authors

who are in a hurry to tin ow the national element

oveiboard as something that, fro n their standpoint,

is archaic.”25
* In a much more critical ar' * m

Istoriya SSSR, V.P. Sherstobitov criticized, .nose

authors who “exaggerate the process of the eco-

nomic, social and cultural drawing together,” and
declared the theory that the “drawing together of

the peoples is beginning to play the decisive role” to

be “a one-sided interpretation.” Concluding with a

broadside at “some writers” who “feel that the So-

viet federal structure has outlived its usefulness,”

Sherstobitov informed them tnat “it is wrong to

underestimate the significance of national state-

hood.”26

At the fiftieth anniversary celebration itself,

Brezhnev steered clear of any talk of “merger” but

he clearly regarded “drawing together” as the lead-

ing tendency:

The further drawing together of the nations and
peoples of our country represents an objective process.

The Party is against speeding it up artificially, there is

no need for that; this process is dictated by the entire

course of our Soviet life. At the same ti ne, the Party

considers inadmissible any attempts t.i restrain the

process of drawing together of the nations, to create

hindrances to it under one pretext or another or

artificially to consolidate national isolation.

Brezhnev also paid great attention to the theme that

a “new historical community of people, the Soviet

people,” had emerged, and implied the primacy of

this community over its constituent parts.

Since the fiftieth anniversary most writers have

followed Brezhnev's line of stressing “drawing to-

gether” while making no claim of imminent “merger.”

Bagramov, for example, referred to “the ever closer

drawing together of nations,” but hastened to ob-

serve that the view of those who “displayed the de-

sire to make the merger among nations and the

withering away of national differences part of the

present” had “nothing in common with a scientific

outlook.” Vladimir Zevin, deputy director of the In-

stitute of Marxism-Leninism, wrote that Lenin’s pre-

diction that socialism would “tremendously acceler-

ate the coming together of nations” was coming to

In line with the subordination of “flowering” to

“coming together” is the excessive praise of the

Great Russians, so prominent in speeches in the

1970s. In the mid-60s “mutual help” of all nationali-

ties replaced the “older brother” theme as stock

terminology, but this has changed. In a throwback

to the Stalinist elevation of the Russians to “mentor”

status, official spokesmen have indulged in paeans

to the Russians' charity in providing spiritual guid-

ance, economic aid, and cultural enrichment to their

presumably inferior “younger brothers.” At the

Twenty-fourth Congress Brezhnev lauded the Great

Russians in terms reminiscent of Stalin's toast to the

Russian people at the World War II victory cele-

bration, and regional leaders picked up this theme.

There are even indications that neo-Slavophile

ideals may be condoned by some Soviet leaders.

Since the 1960s traditional Russian nationalism has

evidently attracted large numbers of Russian intel-

lectuals, who have used both samizdat publications

such as Vladimir Osipov's journal Veche and the

legitimate press, particularly Molodaija Gvardiya ,

as outlets for their views. Ironically, of Soviet lead-

ers it is Polyansky, a Ukrainian by nationality, who
is reputedly most sympathetic to conservative Rus-

sian nationalism. In 1970 he is reported to have

instructed Sovyetskaya Rossiya to publish a favor-

able review of a novel by one of the more extreme

nationalist authors. Pravda responded with a hostile

review of the same work,

Although no other Soviet leaders of such stature

have known connections with Russian patriotic dis-

sent, several reports have suggested the existence

of a rightist-nationalist society called 7m Rodinu

(“for the motherland”), existing within the Party

and consisting of branches throughout the country.20

B. Linguistic and Demographic Trends

One way of measuring the impact of Soviet na-

tionality policy on the Ukraine, and of evaluating

Brezhnev's claim of 1972 that the national prob-

lem “has been settled completely, finally, and for

good” is to survey linguistic and ethnic changes in

the composition of the Ukraine's population.

The preservation of a national language is not

essential for the persistence of nationalism (witness

the case of the Irish without Gaelic, or of Soviet

25X1
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Jews, most of whom speak Russian), and the spread
of the Russian language owes more to the similarity
between Russian and Ukrainian, and the relative

ease with which a Ukrainian can master Russian, as
well as to considerations of expediency, than to

changes in national loyalties. However, since
Ukrainian dissidents have made the use of Ukrain-
ian a symbol of Ukrainian nationalism, the extent
of erosion of the language is one indicator of the
extent of Russification.

At least in the major cities of East Ukraine, Rus-
sian is replacing Ukrainian in public communica-
tion. Party and military activities, business admin-
istration and civic affairs arc conducted in Russian.

Travelers to the Ukraine report that in some East
Ukrainian cities Ukrainian is simply not spoken
in public, and that people regard its use as a mark
of social inferiority. The reaction of one Ukrainian-
American historian and tourist, though exaggerated,
is not atypical:

Except for . . . stage performances . . . not once in

my eleven days in Ukraine did I hear the native lan-

guage spoken except when I or other foreigners initiated

the conversation. . . . The fact is that 1 have found
more people to converse with in the Ukrainian language
in Philadelphia or in New York than in Kiev or

Odessa.30

The most dramatic triumph for linguistic Russi-

fication in recent years has been in the area of edu-

cation, not surprisingly in view of the concerted

efforts in this field. Since the 1958 Soviet school law
giving parents the choice of sending their children

either to Russian-language schools or to Ukraiuian-

language schools, matriculation at Russian-language

schools has increased substantially. Moreover, while

Ukrainian is an elective subject in Russian schools,

Russian is required in all Ukrainian schools and
much of the instruction is, in fact, conducted in

Russian.

In general, the higher Lie level of education, and
the more urban the area, the greater the use of

Russian as a medium of instruction. Unofficial re-

ports indicate that in a few Russian strongholds of

the East Ukraine, notably Donetsk and Dneprope-
trovsk, Ukrainian schools have virtually disap-

peared.32 As for the universities, a Donetsk Univer-

sity professor who left the Soviet Union in 1973

asserted that at his university “all courses were
taught in Russian.” 3

'

1 Lvov University is reportedly

following tliis eastern trend.34

Even assuming that parents who opt for Ukrainian

schools are not subjected to official penalties or

pressures, it is not difficult to account for rising

enrollment at Russian schools. The primacy of Rus-

sian at the universities, its widespread use for uni-

versity admission exams, and the greater vocational

opportunities for a Russian-speaking child all pro-

vide incentives. It is simply more convenient to at-

tend a Russian school, and in some cities Ukrainian

schools appear to be so few in number that no real

choice exists. And yet, the acquiescence of Ukrain-

ians in this matter, so crucial to the fate of the

indigenous language, testifies to a growing accept-

Russian Language Use in the Ukraine-^
Figure 3

Russians as a percentage

of population of Ukraine

Students in Ukraine attending Russian schools

University teachers in Ukraine using Russian language as medium of instruction

Russian language book titles published in Ukraine

Kiev TV airtime in Russian language
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ancc of the privileged status of Russian as the “high"
language, the lingua franca of all Soviet peoples,
with Ukrainian being relegated to the status of a

“low" vernacular. Many city dwellers look down
upon the Ukrainian language as a vulgar peasant
dialect.*”

A trend toward publishing less literature in

Ukrainian has also become apparent in recent years.

Library holdings evidently consist overwhelmingly
of Russian-language publications. Russian has also

made inroads in other media.

Perhaps more significant than the status of the
Ukrainian language in public communications are
census figures which indicate which language a citi-

zen of the Ukraine designates as his “naUve lan-

guage.” The choice between Ukrainian and Russian
for census purposes, a designation which must be
viewed largely as an affirmation of national alle-

giance, is probably a more accurate gauge of ethnic

identification than is information concerning the

actual usage of Ukrainian or Russian.

In 1970 Ukrainians represented the largest

share in absolute numbers of non-Russians in the

Soviet Union who gave Russian as their mother
tongue, and ranked second in percentage. A com-
parison of the 1959 and 1970 censuses* :w shows

*Census data on ethnic and linguistic affiliation must he
used with caution. Border changes since 1939 have reduced
the value of the censuses of 1926 and 1939; they have not
been used in this study. Overall, the 1959 and 1970 censuses
appear to understate the degree of linguistic assimilation.

First of all, urban residents must declare their nationality
at age 16, after which the nationality is recorded in their

passports and other documents. Moreover, a child’s nation-
ality as stated in his passport at age 16 must coincide with
that of at least one parent. Consequently, a Russified
Ukrainian would presumably be reluctant to change his

nationality to Russian for census purposes, in contradiction
to the information already contained in his legal identifica-

tion papers. Also, if a person of Ukrainian origin does choose
to list his national it) and his native language as Russian,
the census does not record his Ukrainian ancestry. In other
words the census will record a Russified Ukrainian as a
Ukrainian if he feels constrained to continue registering his

nationality as Ukrainian, and as a Russian if he indicates

his complete assimilation. On the other hand, the census

may also record Ukrainian as the language of some Russified

Ukrainians, since census-takers ask for a person’s “native

language," which may be confused with the language of

one’s nationality, rather than for his “conversational lan-

guage.”
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that the Ukrainian share of the population of the

Ukraine has declined by two percentage points

(from 76.8 percent in 1959 to 74.9 percent in 1970),

and the Russian element in the Ukraine has risen in

about the same proportion (from 16.9 percent to

19.4 percent). There has also been a small decrease
in the percentage of ethnic Ukrainians who claim

Ukrainian as their native language (from 9.3.5 per-

cent to 91.4 percent). Russians and linguistically

Russified Ukrainians thus constitute about a quar-

ter of the total population of the Ukrainian SSR.
If these trends are projected, Russians and linguis-

tically Russified Ukrainians in the Ukraine would
constitute almost a third of the population by 1985
and would grow to almost half of the population

within the next fifty years. The birth rate of Ukrain-

ians and Russians is about the same, therefore not

significantly affecting this projection. Much will de-

pend on the rate of Russian migration into the

Ukraine. In addition, over one-third of the Ukrain-

ians who claim Ukrainian as a native tongue also

speak Russian fluently as a second language.

The extent of linguistic Russification becomes
clearer when the population of the Ukraine is broken

down by age groups, regions, and urban-rural divi-

sions. The use of Russian is more extensive in cities

and in the East Ukraine, and is somewhat heavier

among young people.

Historically Russians in the Ukraine have clus-

tered in the major cities, and today 30 percent of

the Ukraine’s urban population is Russian, com-
pared to 6 percent of the rural population. Of urban
Ukrainians 18 percent claim Russian as their native

tongue, compared to only 1 percent in the country-

side; and half of the remainder speak fluent Rus-

sian, compared to 25 percent in rural Ukraine.* The
urban population is growing rapidly, both in abso-

lute and relative terms, from 46 percent of the popu-
lation of Ukraine in 1959 to 55 percent in 1970. The
traditional division of the Ukraine into “Russian”
cities and “Ukrainian” countryside persists. Con-
tinued urbanization presumably will result in in-

creased ass im i 1 a t ion

.

The census shows that the West Ukraine is much
less susceptible to Russian influence than the East.

*In fact, the percentages for urban Ukraine are probably
too low, since the census definition of "urban” is quite
broad.
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Not only do Russians make up only 5 percent of the
Western population; the Ukrainian population
showed a small proportionate increase in the inter-

nal period, and the percentage of Ukrainians in
the area claiming Ukrainian as their native tongue
rose slightly (from 99 percent to aver 99 percent).

Subtracting the population of the more "Ukrain-
ian” Western provinces, we find that the remaining
population in the Ukraine contains a larger Russian
component (22 percent of the population of East
Ukraine). Further, the percentage of ethnic Ukrain-
ians who claim Ukrainian as the native tongue also
drops slightly in East Ukraine (to 89.3 percent),
while roughly 60 percent of the remaining ethnic
Ukrainians in East Ukraine speak Russian fluently.

Perhaps more portentous for the future is the
tendency of young people to speak Russian more
widely than their parents. In 1970 as many as 94
percent of ethnic Ukrainians over age 50 in the
Ukraine spoke Ukrainian as their native language,
compared to 90 percent of those under age 40. Yet
this is a relatively small decrease compared to that
of some nationalities.

If the three areas of heaviest assimilation—youth,
urban areas, and eastern oblasts—arc considered
together, the degree of linguistic Russific/<jon ap-
pears significant, especially over the long 'haul. In
1970, 22 percent of ethnic Ukrainians residing in
urban areas of the East Ukraine recorded Russian
as their native language; for young people the per-
centage was doubtless higher.* In addition, the
Russian presence in the urban areas of East Ukraine
is greater tnan in other areas of the union republic.
Ethnic Russians constitute 32 percent of the urban
population of the East Ukraine. In the urban areas
of the East Ukraine, then, the number of linguis-

tically Russified Ukrainians and ethnic Russians
combined roughly equals the number of unassimi-
lated Ukrainians there.

Assimilation of Ukrainians cannot entirely ac-

count for the increase in the numbers of “Russians"

in the Ukraine. The Russian population of the

RSFSR increased by 13 percent between 1959 and
1970; the Russian population of the Ukraine in-

*The statistics for age groups arc given only for the
Ukraine as a whole.

creased by more than twice that percentage. Part of
the increase is a result of Russian migration into the
Ukraine. The fact of Russian migration is not in

doubt, hut its dimensions cannot he precisely ascer-

tained, since statistics on migration are generally
compiled by union republics rather than by nation-
alities.

According to the census, between 1968 and 1970
over 420,000 people moved from the RSFSR to the
Ukraine, and 430,000 from the Ukraine to the
RSI* SR. Almost half of the RSFSR migrants settled
in the heavily Russified Donctsk-Dncpropctrovsk
area. Almost certainly, the majority of these mi-
grants from the RSFSR were Russian. Statistics

available for the city of Kiev, for example, indicate
that 64 percent of those moving to Kiev from the
RS^SR were Russian, while 70 percent of those
moving from Kiev to the RSFSR were Ukrainian.
According :o one Soviet statistician, one million
Russians moved into the Ukraine during the inter-

ccnssil period. At the same time, a Ukrainian de-
mographer attested to “an annual planned voluntary
resettlement of families and individuals from the
densely populated Ukrainian regions to other re-

gions” of the USSR. According to one unofficial

report over two million Ukrainians were resettled

in this way during 1967 and 196S, but this figure

may he high. Although most of the movement out
of the Ukraine is probably due more to socio-

economic factors than to nationality policy, it has
the effect of increasing the Russian presence in the

Ukraine.*

Another index of assimilation is the degree of

intermarriage between Russians and Ukrainians
within the Ukraine. One Soviet publication indicates

that over one-fourth of all marriages in Ukrainian
cities are mixed—a higher percentage than in any
republic except for Latvia. According to other So-
viet publications, 18.5 percent of Ukrainian families

in urban areas, and 4 percent in rural areas, are
mixed, and the number of mixed marriages in the

*It should bo noted that a larger percentage of ethnic
Ukrainians lived in the Ukraine in 1970 than in 1959, and
Ukrainians form a smaller percentage of the population of
other republics than previously. This suggests that Ukrain-
ians are becoming less dispersed, more concentrated. Assimi-
lation of Ukrainians living outside the Ukraine may account
for this impression.
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Ukraine has quadrupled in less than 50 years.3"

What scant published data concerning housing pat-

terns exist do not indicate that Ukrainians and
Russians in Ukrainian cities live in segregated eth-

nic barrios.40

C. Modernization Russification

To the extent that Russification of the Ukrainian

population has taken place, this process probably
owes more to long-range forces of social mobiliza-

tion than to the more direct efforts of Soviet authori-

ties to combat nationalism. Urbanization, industrial-

ization, and standardized education are centripetal

forces in the Soviet Union, as elsewhere. They tend
to foster increased mobility and contacts between
different nationalities, and the adoption of uniform
cultural, economic, and political forms. In an era of

improved communications, the use of Russian as a

modern-day Latin, though not its adoption as a na-

tive language, is dictated by practical necessity.

And the resident of Kiev, be he Russian or Ukrain-

ian, has more in common with other urban dwellers

regardless of nationality than he does with the col-

lective farm peasant.

The impact of modernization, however, cuts both
ways. The integration demanded by modern condi-

tions may in turn stimulate a yearning for a return

to a more distinctive, independent, and narrow com-
munity. Just as familiarity may breed contempt,

nationalism can become more potent when two na-

tionalities live in close proximity, each regarding

the other as a threat. Thus, while urbanization may
ultimately undercut Ukrainian nationalism by elimi-

nating national differences, it may have a more im-

mediate effect of aggravating ethnic conflict by
sharpening awareness of those differences. The typi-

cal Ukrainian dissident is an urban intellectual of

peasant stock, the person best placed to observe the

kulturkampf. The protests of Ukrainian nationalists

in the cities are in part provoked by the very success

of Russification, by the gradual assimilation of

Ukrainians, the demeaning of the indigenous cul-

ture, and the competition for jobs between Russians

and Ukrainians. It is no accident that the major

cities of the Ukraine, the spearheads of Russian

penetration, are also centers of Ukrainian national-

Like urbanization, mass education has strength-

ened Ukrainian nationalism by stirring into action

classes which formerly played a passive part in

political life; and by augmenting the size of the

intellectual elite, the only group capable of espous-

ing nationalism as a coherent ideology and provid-

ing leadership for a rationalist movement. Thus
far, nationalist dissent has remained largely con-

fined to the ‘‘humanistic” or "literary” intelligentsia,

and continued ascendancy of the scientific-technical

intelligentsia may spell more rapid Russification.

The existence of the union republic government,

however, has provided administrative experience

for a native elite, and the economic modernization

of the Ukraine since 1917 has given it a diversified

social structure with the potential for self-rule and
self-sufficiency.

IV. NATIONALIST DISSENT IN THE UKRAINE

Twice in this century nationalist Ukrainians have

taken advantage of Russia’s involvement in a world

war to try to break away from Russian domination.

Each time it was their misfortune that circumstances

led them, however reluctantly, to turn to the Ger-

man state for succor. In 1917, after the Bolshevik

revolution, a short-lived independent government,

the Rada, was set up in the Ukraine, but this

university-inspired, German-backed independence
movement failed to win widespread popular sup-

port.

In 1941 many Ukrainians welcomed the German
invasion, believing that even Nazi rule would be
less oppressive than that of Stalin, and hopeful that

Hitler would ultimately permit the creation of an

independent Ukrainian state. Allhough some
Ukrainians continued to collaborate with the Nazis

until the end, the brutality of the Nazi occupation

disillusioned the great bulk of the population, many
of whom came to adopt a plague -on-both-your-

houscs approach. Probably a majority of those in the

West Ukrainian area would have preferred the

establishment of a sovereign Ukrainian government
to either the Russian or the German occupation. The
organized Ukrainian resistance, which included both

the open military-like formations cf the Ukrainian

Insurgent Army (UPA) and secret members of the

Ukrainian underground or Organization of Ukrain-

ian Nationalists (OUN), reached an estimated peak

strength of 20,000. In addition, partisan bands of
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guerrillas formed in the countryside to fight both
Russians and Germans. After the war armed re-
sistance continued on a small scale until 1950 or
later.

Ukrainian nationalism today is far removed fro,,
that of World War II. No organized national group
commanding a mass following has existed since the
routing of the UPA and OUN. During the late 1950s
and early 1960s a number of secessionist groups ap-
peared briefly in West Ukraine,* but they seen to
have represented the dying gasp of the wartime
resistance rather than a new nationalist movement.
Although these tiny bands of militants drew up -Pro-
grams, they did virtue !ly nothing in the way of con-
crete action to implement their objectives before
being rounded up, tried, and sent to labor camps.

In the late 1960s dissent seems to have taken on
a new character. Dissidents since then have been
less organized and more fragmented, less conspira-
torial and more open, less single-minded in their
quest for national sovereignty and more variegated,
less militant but perhaps more geographically wide-
spread. Dissent has been manifested in strikes,
demonstrations, and petitions, as well as in the less
risky outlet of literature and history writing Most
of the protests appear to have taken place largely
without planning. Dissident journalist Vyacheslav
Chornovil contended that the majority of Ukrain-
ians arrested in 1965, at the time of the Moscow
trial of

^

the writers Andrey Sinyavsky and Yuly
Daniel, "were not acquainted with one another and
pWnrr nnf in nnv wny associated 7

‘These included:

I!™ J
bc Uniled Party for the Liberation of the Ukraine

or OPVU (1958-1959), in Ivano-Frankovsk;

no!!
The Ukrainian Workr5> and Peasants' Union orURSS (1959-1960), in Lvov;

(3) The Ukrainian National Committee or UNK
( 1961), in Lvov;

(4) The Ukrainian National Front (1964-1967) in
West Ukraine;

(5) The Democratic Union of Socialists (1964) in
Odessa.

25X1

In addition to tin; few intellectuals who have cast
their lot with open dissent there are large numbers
of “establishment” intellectuals who sympathize
with nationalist views in varying degrees. Since the
limits of the permissible expand and contract in
accordance with the changing political situation, the
line separating these quasi-dissidents from the open
dissidents is hard to draw.

A. Geographical and Sociological
Breakdown

West Ukraine, with Lvov in the fo.cfront, makes
up the geographic homeland of Ukrainian national-
ism. The nationalist movement of World War II was
centered in Galicia. All but one of the nationalist or-
ganizations in the late 1950s and 1960s were confined
to West Ukraine, and many of the dissidents else-
where in the Ukraine, particularly those in Kiev, arc
of West Ukrainian origin or have spent some time
there. The most recent flare-up of university-
centered nationalism also occurred in West Ukraine,
where in 1972 and 1973 scores of university students
and teachers are reported to have been arrested or
subjected to other renrisnk I

rr T~ > i ...... ui
k me me

tional movement” appeared to revive in the East
Ukraine, mainly in Kiev and other northern cities,
but also in Dnepropetrovsk and other cities in the
south. Dissidents in the East Ukraine have generally
espoused a less virulent form of nationalism typi-
fied by the writings of Ivan Dzyuba, literary critic
and author of Internationalism or Russification?,
than the secessionist variety spawned in West
Ukraine.

A sociological breakdown of Ukrainian dissidents
reveals, not unexpectedly, a heavy preponderance of
writers, linguists, historians, journalists, teachers, and
lawyers. Although most of the more visible dissi-
dents belong to this literary or "humanistic” intel-

ligentsia, their dominance is probably not as great
as is the case with dissent in Russia. Among Ukrain-
ian dissidents are many members of the scientific-
technical intelligentsia, whose opposition is more
troublesome for Soviet authorities. Members of the
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iVrhaps even more alarming fnt tin1 rrf/jttir of o

•Igu* nf nationalism among lower cf r a t a of thr popu-
lation A ^traf fear f if t f if* ( f tif ml nut hotifirs tuny
Im' that, at some period of great strain for thr gov
(liiliioil, sm b nx military attack hy (*hina or a sue-

) struggle among lop Soviet leaders, Ukrain
Inti Inlrlln ton) dissidents cottlil Inp n reservoir of

Infrtif mass discontent. The Ukrainian dissidents

|>ossrs* « |>ofrt)finl weajwin tfiHr Hossjan couutrr-

pdfts do not, since in the Ukraine the normal ecu-

tiomir grievances of the imputation mny hr nggra
vnfnl hy popular resentment of Hnssian domimdion.

ft is dif flcitlt to know whether thr peasantry
wi it >1(1 rally to a future Ukrainian nationalist tmtvr-

tiii'tiV Iti titnr of crisis in Moscow, Thr peasants

<n I !M 7* I !>20 were not willing to fight for thr

Ukrainian Hada, hut this tuny have hrri.1 hrraiisr

thr nrw government did not nine t n progressive

land reform. During thr |!>30% rthnic conflict

between Ukrainians and Hessians was at times

reinforced hy class conflict. The* peasantry' of I*ast

Ukraine suffered greatly during collectivization,

and many Ukraitdans felt, rightly or wrongly, that

collectivization was directed against them as a

nationality as much as against a particular class.

During World War II the peasants of West Ukraine
Have thrir support to the activities of separatist

groups there. In hast Ukraine, however, although
the Ukrainian underground attracted large numbers
of the intellectual elite, they were leaders in search
of an army. The peasants remained uncommitted,
although many leaders were sons of purged kulaks,

fhr strength of active Ukrainian nationalism today

appears to lie in the cities.

Workers comprise about a fourth of those nr-

resicd for nationalist activities in the last two dec-

ades, this significant a proportion mainly because
they played an important role in the more militant

nationalist organizations of the 1950s and early

19G0s. More recently, a few reports have sv faced

of mass protests even in Eastern Ukrainian cities,

involving workers and others outside the narrow
confines of the intelligentsia.M The largest such

incident, a two-day riot with a nationalist com-
plexion, took place in Dneprodzerzhinsk in June

1972 A few months Infer in (hr same oblast, in

Dnepropetrovsk, a major strike is reported In have

broken out. On both or i asiotn the police retorted

to gunfire to disperse crowds of demonstrator*.

^

Aside from these presumably spontaneous revolts,

on a few occasions workers have engaged in cm
gau I zed protests with political as well as economic

objectives.*

• here are also a few instances of members of

the intelligentsia acting in conjunction with the 1

workers, thus breaking through class barriers to

achieve the elusive "union with the people" ever

sought by the estranged Intelligentsia in pn*. revo-

lutionary days. Some* of these occasions have been
relatively innocuous affairs, involving such things

as public readings of Ukrainian poetry. Others
have been more* serious, particularly the annual

commemoration of the* transfe r of the lardy of Taras

Shevchenko, the* Ukraine’s great nineteenth century
|wmt, from Hussia to the Ukraine*. These dem-
onstrations have take*n place* in Kiev since* IfHM,

and involve.* hundreds of people. With the* excep-

tion of an April MKkS petition of 139 Ukrainians,

which contained the* signatures of 2(1 workers,

workers have not participated in petition cam-

paigns protesting arrests and trials of dissidents.

Generally speaking, nationalism as a conscious

ideology is confined to the intelligentsia.

B. Grievances of the Disaffected

Intellectual dissidents in the Ukraine do not

divide neatly into distinct groups, but there are

two basic currents of the "movement.** One cur-

rent. best represented until his recantation in 1973

by Ivan Dzyuba, comprises a new generation of

nationalists, who are not anti-Soviet but merely
anti-Hussian or, as dissident philologist Mykhnylo
Moryn put it. “not anti-Soviet, but pro-Ukrainian.*’

Some of the* Ukrainians of this stripe, such as

*In Mny 19W), for example, n protest originally directed
at housing conditions soon took on a political coloring, when
an unofficial workers’ council organized in Kiev circulated
a l**Ution decry ina living conditions, then met to elect a
former army major to present the petition in person to
authorities in Moscow. Thr workers reportedly inarched
from their meeting with banners demanding "nil power
to the soviets,** n revolutionary catch phrase calling for a
workers* Jenmcracv. 4n
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Ivan Dzyuba, dissident author of Internationalism or

Russification?

lawyer Lev Lukyanenko and journalist Mykhaylo
Osadchy, are former Communist Party members,
and most of them have a Marxist orientation. As
a ride, they embrace Communism, not as embodied
in the current regime, but in an ideal form which
they associate, correctly or incorrectly, with Lenin.

PJ70 the opening issue of the Ukrainian Herald
,

the Ukrainian counterpart of the Russian samizdat*

Journal Khronika . announced its policy of not

printing any documents it deemed "anti-Communist”

•The* Russian term—translatable literally as "self-pub'
lislird, i.e., without official sanction— is synonomous with
dissident literature. I he Ukrainian term is samvytlav.

25X1

or 'anti-Soviet" (defined in its original sense its

''opposition to democratically-elected councils, so-

viets, in government" ).
4H

Like the wing of Russian dissent represented

by Roy Medvedev, these Ukrainian dissidents at-

tempt to use Lenin against the regime, to criti-

cize the authorities for failing to follow their own
prophets, Also like Medvedev, many of them claim
to believe that the present system is redeemable
and can reform itself from within. For this reason,

their criticisms may hi? more insidious and effec-

tive; certainly they make the authorities' time-

honored propaganda line against nationalism look

dated. To the authorities contention that nation-

alists are, by definition, "lackeys of the interna-

tional bourgeoisie," tin* dissidents counter that

those who are being tried as "bourgeois nation-

alists" today are not survivals from the bourgeois
past but "young people who grew up under the
Soviet regime, were educated in Soviet schools, So-
viet universities and in the Komsomol . . . people
who do not remember the bourgeois system.”'111

While defending the abstract right of the Ukraine
to secede from the Soviet Union, these dissidents

make clear that they do not advocate the exercise
of this right. Most of the dissidents were born in

the 1930s, too late to he involved in the violent

nationalism of World War II days. Dissociating

themselves from the OUN, they keep their protest
within legal boundaries and purportedly aim merely
at the restoration of the Ukraine’s legal rights under
the Soviet constitution. Trying to legitimize his dis-

sent, Dzyuba insisted that "nobody in the Ukraine
advances the slogan of 'independence* today."50

As is often the case with Soviet dissidents who
criticize flaws in their own system from a socialist

standpoint, many Ukrainians claim to abhor the
efforts of Westerners to utilize their criticisms for

Cold War" purposes. Literary critic Yevhen Sver-
stvuk, regretting that his name was "shrewdly
picked up by bourgeois propaganda in the West,"
explained his quandary at his trial:

I find myself between two fires, and instead of
working at full capacity in the sphere of the spiritual
development of our society, I helplessly became the
victim of the gambling game of ideological struggle.* 1

Such protestations are of dubious sincerity, but cer-

tainly the tendency in recent years has been for
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Ukrainian dissidents to lay stress on the limited and
patriotic nature of their aims.

Because of the bad connotations of the word “na-
tionalists/’ many dissidents have tried to turn the
tables by arguing that it is not they, but the Rus-
sians, who are nationalists. They protest that they
are no more nationalistic than was Lenin, who at

times advocated national equality as the only bn*?,*;

for true internationalism, and blamed Russian
chauvinism for stimulating minority nationalism. “If

there is no chauvinism/’ dissident literature teacher
Myklmylo Masyutko stated, “there is no national-
ism/’ 02 Chornovil, loath to accept the nationalist

label, argued at his trial that one need not be a

nationalist to protest illegality:

I did not dwell on the nationalities question in my
statements. The conclusion (that I nm n nationalist)

has been drawn solely on the basis of the fact that I

wrote about violations of legality committed in the
Ukraine. And if I lived in Tambov and wrote some-
thing similar, what kind of nationalist would I be
then—a Tambovian one? f,;*

In a similar vein, Dzyuba maintained that he had no
quarrel with sincere internationalism, but con-
demned the “internationalism” which serves as a
cover for Russification and exploitation:

Their "internationalism" is the "internationalism" of
the robber who has seized choice morsels and does not
want to hand them back. Instead, he appeals to the
conscience of the victim: what a shame and what
backwardness to separate "mine" and "thine," how
ignoble, how unfraternal. . . . True love for another
people or peoples means that we want that people
to be itself and not similar to us; we want to see it

independent and equal outside and beside ourselves,

not as a part of ourselves.54
I

A more traditional current of nationalism, long

concentrated in the West Ukraine, tends toward
more radical and explicitly political actions directed

toward the creation of an independent Ukrainian

state. Today a somewhat toned-down version of this

trend of nationalist thought can be found in the

writings of historian Valentyn Moroz.00 Not profess-

ing to be Marxist, Moroz comes close to a condem-

25X1

Valentyn Moroz, the Ukraine's most celebrated political

prisoner

nation of the Soviet system in toto. He discusses the
alleged campaign to obliterate Ukrainian identity

in terms of the state compulsion allegedly pervading
all areas of Soviet life, and stifling all stirrings of

individuality and nonconformity. Moroz recognizes
the value of pragmatic dissidents who “make idiotic

official speeches” in order to aid the cause by rgg^l
taining their positions and “boring from within,” but
he believes the leaders of the dissidents should Him

,

prison hunger strike indicates the lengths to which
he himself would go before making a compromising

statement.

Even those dissidents who have openly favored

the establishment of a sovereign Ukrainian state

have not sanctioned the use of violence. Those tried

in the so-called “case of the jurists” in 1961 con-

fessed to secessionist agitation but stated that forc-

ible methods were neither used nor contemplated.
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During the sixties the more moderate Marxist

nationalism appeared to be in th0 ascendancy, The
repressions of the Brezhnev period, however, may
have brought about a return to the more tradi-

tional and radical variety. Recent leaflets report-

edly circulating in the Ukraine in protest of Moroz’s

imprisonment call for an independent Ukraine
which "may well remain socialist,” but "must not

remain Soviet, for that is merely a synonym for

absorption into Russia.” The dissidents circulating

these leaflets reportedly stated their intention of

forming "an action-oriented group, a real organiza-

tion.” At the same time, the Ukrainian Herald, sup-

pressed for over two years, has reappeared under
new and more aggressive editors wJio have issued

a call fer a "struggle for national liberation.”* r,H

Their ideological and tactical differences have
not prevented Ukrainian nationalists from cooperat-

ing with each other, in much the sanne manner that

Sakharov and Solzhenitsyn minimized their dif-

fe ices in the face of a common enemy. In 1970

Dzyuba appeared at Moroz’s trial to testify in his

behalf, shortly after Moroz had subjected Dzyuba’s
overly "realistic” approach to scathing criticism.

Nor do the dissidents as a rule appear to shun con-

tacts with former UPA members, many of whom
were released from labor camps in the 1960s.

According to one report, "the general attitude of the

dissidents is to ‘embrace
7

these people in their

midst.” Ivan Svitlichny is known to have befriended

one such former leader, and Dzyuba reportedly

planned to assist the education n f another’s son.

While the dissidents disagree 0n tactics and

on long-range objectives, a number of grievances

are voiced regularly by dissidents of both camps.

•There is some question as to the authenticity of the
new issues of the Ukrainian Herald. Some observers think

it unlikely that bona fide dissidents Would admit openly
that they planned to form a separatist organization, thus

inviting KGB attention, even if such ^eir intention.

Aside from the controversial issue of political in-

dependence for the Ukraine, the most common
grievances, in order of the attention given them
by petitions and samizdat writings are:

(1) Policies promoting the linguistic Russifica-

tion of the Ukraine. These draw the heaviest

criticism, seemingly out of proportion to the ob-

jective importance of th'* issue. A high propor-

tion of dissidents are philologists and students of

Ukrainian literature, who have made the use of

the native language a badge of Ukrainian identity.

Since a national state which could be glorified

as the carrier of the Ukrainian ethos does not

exist, Ukrainian nationalists look to their lan-

guage to perform this function.

(2) Cultural and political oppression not

directly related to purely Ukrainian matters:

illegal judicial proceedings (this because many
of the petitions are protesting arrests and trials),

the general lack of civil liberties, the stand-

ardization and uniformity allegedly imposed on

all areas of Soviet life, the pervasiveness of

"Stalinist*' modes of behavior in the bureaucracy,

the vacuity of intellectual life. Moroz writes

derisively of the "empire of cogs,” Chornovil of

“woe from wit,” borrowing the title of a nine-

teenth-century Russian novel ridiculing the re-

pression of critical or independent thought, and
Sversytuk of the "sensuous, physiological mate-

rialism” which makes the routine fulfillment of

the monthly and annual production plans” the

end-all of human existence, and of the dulling of

the intellect by “the soothing talk about soccer,

ballet, and outer space.” fi0

(3) The lack of minority rights, especially the

lack of Ukrainian-language schools, for the mil-

lions of Ukrainians living outside the Ukrainian

SSR.

(4) The transfer of Ukrainians, especially those

with scientific knowledge or technical skills, to

Siberia, Kazakhstan and other parts of the USSR,
and the settlement of Russians in the Ukraine.

Related to this grievance is the complaint that

Ukrainians are under-represented in various oc-

cupational elites within their own union republic.

(5) Repression of Ukrainian culture. This in-

cludes physical acts of destruction, such as the

25X1
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tearing down of Ukrainian historical monuments,
and the “accidental” burning of old churches and
libraries, rich in historical documents, as well as
the distortion of Ukrainian history in scholarly
works, and the ban on publication of the works
of many Ukrainian ninctccnth-ccntury historians.

(6) Economic exploitation of the Ukraine by
the RSFSR, and excessive centralization of eco-
nomic decision-making.

(7) Poor living conditions and wages for

workers and peasants. While economic grievances
are central in the most recent strikes and disorders
among workers, they receive scant attention in

the writings of the intelligentsia. Several dissi-

dents have called for an end to passport regula-
tions which restrict the movement of collective
farm peasants. Vnsyl Lutskiv, a former Party
member connected with a small dissident group,
the Ukrainian Workers’ and Peasants’ Union!
criticized the oppression of the peasants, "whose
position did not differ at all from the position
of the serfs,” dissident Anton Koval in 1969 called
for increased wages and consumer goods for the
lower-paid, and Horyn looked forward to the day
when the economic fate of the peasants would be
in the hands of the collective farm peasants

themselves.” 01 Such demands are surprisingly

few, despite the lower class origin of the bulk of

the intellectual dissidents and must make their

brand of nationalism less attractive to the masses.

(8)

The lack of a Ukrainian national militia.

Implicit in all these demands are two more
general desires: the desire for greater individual

freedom, and the desire for a greater decentraliza-

tion of authority in all spheres—political, eco-

nomic, and cultural.

C. "Establishment" Intelligentsia and
Nationalism

The importance of these desires of the dissidents

is enhanced by the fact that large numbers of

"establishment” intellectuals in the Ukraine share

them, in greater or lesser degree, and offer the

active dissidents as much support as they consider

possible without endangering their own careers.

The most notable group of these liberal intellectuals

are the so-called slmtydesyatnyky or men of the
sixties, a group of Western-oriented, humanistic,
and sometimes nationalist poets who were instru-

mental in bringing about un “awakening” of Ukrain-
ian culture in the sixties. Included in this group
were some, such as Dzyuba and Svitlychny, who
eventually went beyond the pale in their criticisms

of the regime to become outright dissidents. The
greatest of them, Vnsyl Synionenko, achieved such
popularity that after his early death in 1963 authori-
ties chose not to anathematize his work, but tried

instead to neutralize its effect by playing down its

nationalist content. Today Ivan Drach is perhaps
the best example of those in the group who, like

Yevtushenko in Russia, temper their criticism and
choose "safe” themes in order to keep out of trouble.

Many others have avoided arrest but have been sub-
jected to other reprisals and have had difficulty

getting their works published.

Although the shestydesyatntjky were attacked in

the press from 1962 on, their influence remained
strong among Ukrainian intellectuals. Some from
this group were arrested in 1965, but at the Novem-
ber 1966 Ukrainian Writers’ Congress their sup-
porters dominated the proceedings, making open
pleas for a revitalization of Ukrainian cultural life,

a restoration of national dignity, and a rehabilita-

tion of the Ukrainian language, affirming that

while we are internationalists, we always remain
Ukrainians.” 02

New nationalist trends also appeared in the 1960s
in another medium, the writing of history. A few
historians, among them Fedor Shevchenko, long-

time editor of the Ukrainian Historical Journal,

dared to emphasize the unique features of Ukraine’s

past, and argued that Communist culture need not
be "boring, despondently uniform, lacking histori-

cal, ethnographical and other varieties and peculiar-

ities. 03 Brought into question were sanctified

canons of Soviet historiography, such as the "friend-

ship of peoples” theory, according to which the
Cossack hetman Bogdan Khmelnitsky’s 1654 treaty

with the Russian state is seen as having effected a
voluntary union of the Ukraine and Russia, and the

nationalist poet Taras Shevchenko is portrayed as
an admiring “younger brother” of Russian radicals

like Nikolay Chernyshevsky.

25X1
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Of the rash of monographs and novels challeng-

ing the orthodox Soviet interpretation of the medie-

val Kievan period and the later Cossack period,

several were written by well-established writers.

Death in Kiev by Pavlo Zahrebelny, a member of

the Ukrainian Writers' Union board, portrayed the

life of a medieval Kievan prince in a favorable way.

A novel by Oles Iionchar, Chairman of the Ukrain-

ian Writers' Union, became the target of a major

ideological campaign in 1968. The novel, Sobor

or Cathedral
, bewailed the fate of an old cathedral

slated for destruction in the name of ‘progress'* by

a Party official. The cathedral was clearly symbolic

of rural and traditional values, and reviewers identi-

fied the setting, a metallurgical town on the Dnepr,

as Dnepropetrovsk, a center of Russification in the

Ukraine. 04 In the subsequent fall-out, a number of

I Imiclmr s supporters were expelled from the Party

or dismissed (torn their Jobs, but Iionchar himself

commanded enough support hi the Writers’ Union
and in the Party to retain the chairmanship until

the Congress of May 1971, at which Ik* continued

to express regret that many readers were losing

contact with the Ukrainian language, "that beauti-

ful, fragrant language whose heauty and wealth

evokes the* admiration of the Russian and all other

fraternal peoples." wa The annulment of his re-

election reportedly evoked an outcry Imm the

assembled writers.

Kvon after the Monchar case, works with a similar

message continued to he published, sometimes by
people with important official positions, In 1972
Nikolay Kitsenko, a former ideology secretary in

Zaporozhe oblast, published a history of the Zaporo*
zhian Cossacks which allegedly glamorized Cossack
leaders who fought the Russians, and even used the
term “foreign rabble" to refer to the latter. In 1973
Ivan Bilik wrote a novel in which be stressed the

antiquity and Western roots of the culture and
ethnic make-up of the medieval Ukrainian state

of Kiev Rus, and a biography of a Cossack hetman
written by Volodymyr Zaremba, a young writer

from Dnepropetrovsk, allegedly embellished Ukrain-
ian history in a like manner. 00

Another instance of ferment among "establish-

ment" intellectuals was the case of Vitaly Shelest. 07

Son of Party Secretary Petr Shelest, and deputy
director of the Institute of Theoretical Physics in

Kiev, in 1970 he initiated a discussion on the state

of scientific research in the Soviet Union. Evidently
enjoying widespread hacking in the scientific com-
munity, he advocated increased funding for basic

research and exchange programs designed to pro-

mote contact with Western scientists. Vitaly She-
lest’s proposals were criticized in the Ukrainian

press, and he stopped publicly propagating bis

view's by 1971. With his father’s ouster, he lost his

position.

D. Contacts with Eastern Europe and the

West

Ukrainian dissidents have several other sources

of potential support. Learning a lesson from the

Jews, in recent years they have increased their

25X1
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I'fforlo to bring external pressure to |»ntr on Soviet
authorities, In the eon rse of llio rreenl campaign
to obtain the release of Moroz from prison, for
example, V’vrral appeals were made to International
organizations. t/krrtf tiimi dissidents command noth’
ItiK like the widespread attention In (lie West
enjoyed l.y Soviet Jews, hot the government of
Cmmdii, which Ims n Inrgo and Influential Ukr-lnlan
population, has Interceded on occasion on hehalf of
beleaguered Ukrainian Intellectuals. John Kolasky,
a Canadian Commui.lst of Ukrainian extraction who’
lived in the Ukraine from JUKI to 10(15 wrote ait
expose of conditions there which prompted the
Canadian Communist Party to send an official dele-
Kutlon to the Ukraine In 1967 to examine Kolaskys
allegations. The delegation published a damning
report of its own the following y t - : i r

.

0 "

More Important are the nearby populations of
Eastern Europe, always sympathetic to minority
strivings against Hussion hegemony. It was the
sense of common subjection to the Russian yoke
that impelled Karavansky to address n 1965 appeal
to Comulka,"" informing him of the persecution of
Ukrainian intellectuals, and urging fraternal coop-
eration between the Ukraine and East European
countries, "lie Ukraine has maintained close cultural
relations with Poland and more especially with
Czechoslovakia. The fact that many West Ukrain-
ians speak Polish or at least understand it facilitates

communication. The Polish strikes of 1970 are re-
ported to have been widely discussed by workers
in Lvov.

The Ukrainian population of Czechoslovakia is

concentrated in the Prcsov region of East Slovakia.
The presence of a nearby group of Ukrainians with
relatively more cultural freedom has made Soviet
authorities uneasy, os can be seen by the fact that
authorities have forbidden Soviet Ukrainians from
subscribing to Ukrainian publications from Poland
or Czechoslovakia, although Czech or Slovak litera-

ture has been permitted. This prohibition proved an
ineffective barrier to communications between the
Ukraine and Czechoslovakia. Ukrainian broadcasts
from Radio Prcsov were beamed into the Soviet
Union even before 1968, and Prcsov Ukrainian
journals and newspapers were routinely smuggled
across the border. Shelest s son is reported to have

regularly received l)„UUn, one public all,,,,.

I lie Pr« <;ov publications provide d no outle t fur So
vlet Ukrainian writ,,, t„ publish artic le, whie I. tin y
UHild uot print lo the Ukraine. Some Ukrainian
Inteller Inals. notably Rostislav llratmr, editor .25X1
/.liin tm, the organ of the’ l.v.w Writer,* Union, had
lulIK ndvoc alecl rimer 11^- ... 1 > 1 . . L

^"fbig lb*’ Dnlrcek llherali/.atlun lu the sprint*
•md summer of 1968. when Ukrainian, within
Czechoslovakia were .striving to achieve Increased
autonomy, Ukrainian olliclals evidenced Increase,

I

nervousness about Ideological deviations." In J.itc
June 1968 "Ukrainian Days" were held in Slovakia.

! ,

Ukrainian Party could hardly avoid sending a
, ('legation, which the Slovaks arc reported to have
received almost as if they were emissaries from
<»• Independent state. The Soviet press generally
toned down Czechoslovak statements about the
celebration, hut an article in iMcratunu, Vkrairn,
entitled "Friendship and Brotherhood Should Be-
come Stronger." quoted from Czechoslovak press
releases covering the visit of the Ukrainians.”
r,mowing this a /Wr; article in July, written
by Aleksandr Botvin, first secretary of Kiev city
Parly committee (gorkom), denounced “decadent
petty theories . . . about the necessity for a 'demo-
cratization and liberalization' of socialism," stated
that "the efforts of some writers and artists to do-
fend exposed anti-Sovicts" had been “angrily con-
demned," and noted that measures had been taken
in Kiev to "screen" and “segregate" the cadre."
During this period the campaign against Ilonchar’s
Sobor was taking place in Dnepropetrovsk, and
Botvin’s article also took a shot at Honchar.

Ukrainian First Secretary Shelest was an ardent
Politburo advocate of invasion of Czechoslovakia.
He played a leading role in the negotiations prior
to the invasion; he was the only Soviet except for
Brezhnev who attended all five of the key Soviet-
East European meetings in the spring and summer
of 1968, 25;

25X1
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i

(hr July JfKW plenum of the CPSU
Ornlrnl Committee included not only Shelest, Intf

two other Ukrainian 1**0
1 y officials— VIHir'/»:i

Degtyarev. Mr.si Secretary of Donetsk obkotti. mid
Vtiry llnitsky, First Secretary of Transcarpathia
ohkom. Ilnitsky was not even a member of the

CI*SU Central Committee; his position as party

boss of a small, relatively miimportant ohlast would
ia»t normally have entitled him to any significant

role in tin* deliberations, Presumably he was in-

cluded as an official from the region whryr reper-

cussions from the Czech liberalization were being
felt most keenly, to bolster the*. cast* for invasion.

Ilnitsky soon emerged as a major advocate of

'Vigilance.** He wrote articles in HHkS and lfXW

attacking the nostalgia of "somebody in the West"
over "the pseudo-democracy of both Masaryk and
Henes," and noting that 'under the conditions of

our border oblast . , . it is especially important for

us to propagate ideas of proletarian international-

ism since this oblast is vulnerable to foreign

radio and TV."70

When the invasion came, one report indicated

that a Soviet military truck was fired on before

crossing the Ukrainian border into Czechoslovakia.

One of the first acts of the entering Soviet army
was reportedly the closing of die Presov radio

station. 77 Very few prominent Ukrainian intellec-

tuals could be enticed to endorse the invasion

publicly.

E. Relations with Russian, Jewish, and
Christian Dissent

In the past Russian and Ukrainian dissidents have

not succeeded very well in orchestrating their

criticisms of the regime. Cooperation between the

two groups has been impeded by the traditional

25X1

refusal of IlmcUm lib* rah In fair Ukrainian pa

tfnnalhm cetiondy. Rntcfan dissidents, many of

fhrni loath to regard the Ukrainian* a* a separate

nationality. have typii allv shown frhutanre t»»

samlinu the Ukrainian*' right to self determination,

arguing instead that the genera! alleviation of

govrt nmnit repression would eliminate tin* fnlmn
ffrfrr of Ukrainian nationalism Ukrainian national

Ids, for their part, havr often defined their rrtisailr

fm Ukrainian rights narrowly, taking little interest

in the all-union struggle for civil liberties. In recent

years attitudes oh Iwifh sides have 1 changed some

what, hut some distrust remains.

One major wing of Russian dissent, that with a

"Slavophile" orientation, tends to exclude the

Ukraine from any right to secede from the Soviet

Union. Vladimir Osipov, for example, has said that

the non-Russian parts of the USSR should be given

up, but indicated that these did not include the

Ukraine. 7 * SJot-o jWif.sff, a samizdat manifesto of the

extreme Russian Right, complained of "a truly dis*

pro|H>itional strengthening of the mightiest of the

regional groupings, the Ukrainians," at the expense

of the* Russians, and called for the annexation of

large portions of Hast Ukraine by the RSFSR. 7,1

Although Solzhenitsyn has defended the Ukrainians

on occasion, his reported lack of enthusiasm about

Ukrainian separatism has been exploited by the

Ukrainian press. In May 1071 lAtvratunui Vkraitut

distorted his views by exulting that Solzhenitsyn,

a man "glorified" by Ukrainian nationalists, turned

out to be "an autocrat who regards 'Little Russian

ravings' about self-determination from the same
positions as Katkov and Valuyrv."’ Nn

Igor Shafarevich, a dissident mathematician close

to Solzhenitsyn, resents the tendency of some
Ukrainian dissidents to reduce the national problem
to a single formula of "colonial exploitation" by the

Russians. According to Shafarevich:

The ha* It* feature* of national life in the USSR are

inevitable product* of the reigning socialist ideology.

This ideology is hostile to every nation, just ns it is

inimical to every individual human personality. In the

interests of its relentless advance it can temporarily
exploit one or another peoplr. hut its fundamental tend-

ency is the maximum destruction of all nations. In no
way do the Russians suffer from this less than other
peoples; in fact it was they who received the first

blow' from this force.

’Nineteenth-century Russian nationalists.

23
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Sh*fa) rUr|» maintain* that in doling w|»h fb^

UaHonalitht cjurtfioti if k rurnlkl fo gn hryuud

Ihr a;;nntpfinn that the ctrafinn ref a cmrffjgn

Mate fnt me h pruplr wmdd pfnvfdr an auteumlh

trduf inn to all that prnj»|p’q ptrjhlrm* " M

Tim cmirnfq of thought grouped fngrlhrf for

tlm calr n( c oturnimc -e undrf th<^ "SbiVuphjlr"

nr Hnulati nationalist" lahrl «rr a/ ftially 4|ti ifr>

divrfxr, ImWrvrr. Ihr rmphatft snnm * Slavophile'
4"

pta< r Oil traditional and rural valuer multi con

crivaldy make thrm sympathetic fn thmr Ukrainian

dksidrnk who drffnr their national identity in

similar tennv

Most other llmtimt dissident f£rnti|tt, when
pressed, rccngoj/r f.l.i.r Ukrainians* right to national

self-determination, even if only u\ an abstract

principle. Hoy Medvedev. for example, advocate*

a constitutional rrform setting «p a practical run In

aniMii hy which a republic could have a referendum

run! exercise its fcrtnal right to secede from the

Soviet Union. "Our Union/** hr insists, "mmt hr a

completely voluntary union of nations.*
4

At the

same time, hr asserts that he "ssotild resolutely

oppose the departure of any of the republics from
the USSIl/* mainly on economic grounds.''*

The Ukrainians complain that few Hussian dis-

sidents have any real desire to see concessloris

mndr to the nationalists, The Ukrainian Herald,

*\v*thout denying the importance of KhmtilkaT

(the major organ of Soviet dissent in the late 1900s),

complained of a general neglect of the plight of the

minorities:

Kltwuika , , , has rather unilaterally ami pre-

tentiously assumed the stance of n supranational or

nil-union journal, wlirn in fad it is the product of

Hussian (and possibly, in part. Jewish) circles. , . .

The sparse Infonnatloihd rrports from the republics

are workrd in ns fhough they were supplementary »o

the cpilte extrusive description of events in iuistJn,

mostly in Moscow.

Writing about Hussian civil rights’

Ukrainian Herald lamented that:

groups, the

None of these organizations had worked out a pro-

gram fur solving the national question in the USSR
and none had stated its position on national de-

mands. . . . The impression obtained is that the par-

ticipants in these groups, while aiming at very radical

changes in many spheres of social life, wished—to

one degree or another—to preserve the status quo on
the national question.

In general, however, dissidents of all stripe*

havr tended to close ranks and mt in concert in

recent years. The Ukrainians have some contacts

with dissidents in Moscow, particularly with

Sakharov, who is a friend of Ivan SvHlichny. a

Ukrainian literary criJic and leading dissident 25X1
Sakharov’s Human Mights Gnmmittee has issued 25X1
several appeals <m behalf of Indraguerrcl Ukrainian

dissidents

The major concern of the dissidents in Moscow
lias hern to draw Ukrainian nationalists into the

broader human rights movement. For example, the

Program of the Democratic Movement of the Soviet

Union, signed in 1909 hy anonymous "Democrats of

Hn.ssin, the Ukraine, and the Baltics,** while endors-

ing "national liberation of minorities,** stressed that

this "should be linked in the closest way to the

common democratic struggle " *n A number of

l l:;ainians have addressed themselves almost en-

tirely to the broader movement for human rights,

and are not closely associated with Ukrainian

matters as such. These include mathematician
Leonid Plyushch and retired General Grigorenko;

writer Yuly Daniel is half Ukrainian. Those chiefly

concerned with Ukrainian interests have paid in-

creased attention to violations of legality elsewhere.

The April 1938 Appeal of 139 Ukrainians " 7 pro-

tested the trial of Hussian writer Aleksandr Gins-

burg, as well as the more general "suppression of

civic activity and social criticism." The signatories

included people like Svitlichny and Svcrstyuk

associated primarily with the specifically Ukrainian

interest, as wcill ns others with records of involve-

ment in the broader struggle for civil rights. The
Ukrainians have also stressed the community of

interest between themselves and other minority

24
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f.rignf ’ftVii lia« lltf1 .Irfrtisr (if

the Crirnr-an I afar* a t r/r/irr, and Katavan

%Vy\ 1 <#00 iVtifion fo llm Soviet of Na! iotialifir *
**

devoted |r c« aUrntjf»n fo flip problem* of thn

Ukrainian* that) to those of «o?nr other minorities

Ukrainian di**idec,»* afe aUo careful to distinguish

brtwrro the Russian government ami the Russian

people, toward whom thry have adnpfrd a more

generous aftitmlr, Dzyuba ha* extended an nlivr

hitttK l» to Russian dissident® hy referring to thr

Russian nation a® "Vine of the ^ « t
n

<5 1 anti mm!
glorious iti tho world/

Mutual distrust has also prrvrnfrd art alliame or

fwrrti Jrws and Ukrainian nationalists ht thr past,

in spitr of f Itrtr common com et n for minority rights.

Historic ally thr Ukraine1 has been regarded as onr

of thr most anti-Semitic arms of thr world. Many

Ukrainian nationalists of thr rrvolntionary prrlod

distrusted thr Jews because of thr heavy Jrwlsh

rrprrsrntation in Russian socialist parlies. If thr

Jrws wrrr not regarded ns Bolsheviks, thry werr

oftrn seen as allies of thr Russians. Today, as in

thr past, very frw Jrws in thr Ukraine 1 speak

Ukrainian. Wlirn thry assimilate1
, thry assimilate1

Into Russian culture1
.

Today anti-Semitism in the 1 Ukraine 1 may hr

waning.* Since thr 1900s Ukrainian dissidents have

shown interest in cooperating with Jewish dissi-

dents, partly for idealistic and partly for opportunis-

tic reasons. Compared to the futile efforts of other

Soviet minorities to have their grievances redressed,

the Jews have had some success in approaching their

objective of free emigration. Tin? Jewish exodus

has been particularly visible in the Ukraine. In

1974, 28 percent of Jewish emigrants came from

the Ukraine, a considerably higher percentage than

from any other republic. A disproportionate number

of Jewish emigrants from the Ukraine evidently

come from the western regions, where Ukrainian

nationalism is strongest.*” With the Jewish success

so clearly before them, the Ukrainians doubtless

recognize the advantage of associating their own

cause with that of the Jews. Most Ukrainian nation-

alists, like other liberal-minded dissidents in the

•As late as May 1972, however, n three-day riot in

Dnepropetrovsk was reportedly touched off hy n quarrel

between a Ukrainian and a Jcw.HH

Soviet Union. sincerely support the tight of the

Jr\** to rinigrafr. hut they do not want the agita

(inn for Jewish right* fo nhscnfe the more gr?>rtal

lack of civil liberties it) the Soviet Union They

point out, Morn* puts it, that today the pale

is legalized. and nut a* formerly just for Jews, hut

for everybody " In 1)1* R*00 commemorative speoh

at Rabi Yar, the scene of the Nazi massacre of

Kievan Jews in RMl, Dzyuba aim related the plight

of the Jews to that of all victims of state repression

Ukrainian dissidents have charged the regime

with actively working to frustrate Ukrainian over*

lures to the Jews. John Kolnxky believed that

authorities in Moscow werr responsible for the

public atinu io the Ukraine of an anti-Semitic tract

in 1908, which allegedly made many Jews wary

of expressing support for Ukrainian nationalism.

A recent issue of thr new Ukrainian Herald accuses

the KGB of trying to set Jews and Ukrainians

against each other by organizing pogroms, and

by spreading rumors that the Jews wanted to carve

a Jewish state out of the Ukraine. According to the 1

Urrald, "the 1 chauvinists . . . failed to drive a wedge

between Jews and Ukrainians/*'

The advantages to the 1 Jews of Identifying their

particular cause with a larger one are less clear.

While Jewish leaders do not question the motives

of Ukrainian intellectual dissidents, they remnin

dubious that Ukrainian nationalism at the popular

level is truly purged of anti-Semitism. A Jewish

emigre from the Ukraine explained their skepticism:

Many Jew* sympathized with thr Ukraine nationa-

list movement, understanding the similarity of cmr

interests. Vet then* was widespread skepticism about

the perspei lives of this movement. From their cxperl-

rnev* Jews know that any kind of outburst of Ukrainian

national feeling takes the form of n great Jewish

|xigrom. w;i

Relations between Jewish and Ukrainian dissidents

are growing friendlier and there have been cases

of cooperation for limited objectives, but it is un-

likely that the Jews will rally with enthusiasm to

the banner of Ukrainian nationalism.

Christian dissent also reinforces nationalist dis-

sent, especially in the West Ukraine where the

Uniatc Church reputedly had some four million

adherents at the time of its liquidation. There are

indications of a religious revival taking place since

25X1
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»hr lW)v During iltn l<KVt Pragiin Spring ft)

hndovakla tntnn Ukrainian* in Slovakia orIIo.
Irtf (nr « t r furn in |),p Unfair Cllmrt-h and a rrvfva)
of tlir link will) llnmr. Titp Incrra'ird attention
Kivrn In anllrrligfnns propaganda by ||ir Sovlrt
Ukrainian prrt* since thm Indicate* llial fnrmrr
Unialr* in the West Ukraine may liavr become
Vrstive also, Most of those Unialr* arrested liavr
l»’rn fn llir West Ukraine, Imi tlir nmtl zealous
ChrfUlan *rct in the U.SSIt, llir Ir.itslntlvnlkl

Baptist*. appear In be active in (ho KuM Ukraine
xvrl1

' Hiry also appear In lm attracting more
)onng people t lin n do (lie more traditional churches,

Iti lecenf years (lie cause of (lie Uniatcs lias

been taken up liy Ukrainian nationalists, first l.y

Hie Ukrainian Herald, and tlirn l>y Moroz. In line
"itli the attitudes of more traditional Ukrainian
nationalists, Moroz believes the Unlate religion and
Ukrainian unlinnnlhtn are inseparable. "A fight
against the Church Is a fight against the culture,"
he maintains. In any case, he argues, religions
believers should be defended. If for no other reason,
merely because they are persecuted. "When religion
was dominant and socialism was persecuted, a
decent person did not say a word against socialism."
he writes, nod contends that now the roles are
reversed. #1 Moroz, has been particularly outspoken
in bis praise of the Hutsuls, a mountain people
living in the Isast Carpathian region, who preserve
old Ukrainian customs and the Unintc religion.
Moroz’s defense has emboldened them, and asso-
ciated them with more general Ukrainian causes.

V. THE POLITICS OF NATIONALISM IN THE
UKRAINE

As much as any elite group in the Ukraine,
Ukrainian Party officials have a vested interest in
the maintenance of the political system as it exists;
indeed, they are part of that system. A ranking
Party apparatchik has been conditioned by years
of service in a Party imbued with hostility to
minority nationalism, He has perforce propagated
its line; he owes his station and his prestige not to
the consent of the governed, but to a Party in
which power flows from the center outward.

And yet, while Ukrainian Communist leaders
owe their primary loyalty to the Party, they are not
one-dimensional men. It is unreasonable to assume

25X1

that they are nrsessarily devoid of any emotional
attachment to their native region, In fact, few
Ukrainian official* are so rigidly loyal to the renter
as t:r place the interests of the all union Parly
always above those of the Ukraine, or so opjvir-
tunlslic as In be totally Insensitive to the needs
and desires of the people among whom they live.
Ill varying degrees they are responsive to those
desires, at times because of the practical difficulties
encountered In administering unpopular central
policies, at times because popular desires sometimes
coincide with the' Communist official's desire to Win
economic concessions for "his" region. A local
official may also take pride In the achievements of
his region and seek recognition for these, If only
because such recognition reflects credit on him. To
this extent, a local leader may develop a local
loyalty which is scarcely distinguishable from na-
tionalism, although its roots are different.

Moreover, a regional leader may attempt to
manipulate nationalism ns a lever for increasing
his political clout in Moscow. Dependent on central
favor for his rise in the Party, having risen he may
become bolder and try to build an independent
power base and a local constituency on bis own.
Ibis is particularly true in an area where nationalist
sentiments are not confined to an isolated segment
of the population, but have infiltrated the Party
itself. In spite of its natural appeal for an ambitious
regional leader, such a course is risky in the
extreme. By condoning the milder forms of na-
tionalism, and relaxing the strictures against na-
tionalist deviations in literature and scholarship, the;

regional leader may unintentionally unleash forces
winch he cannot easily control. In addition, if he
goes too far, lie will offend central authorities.
Consequently, toleration of a measure of freedom
of expression for "establishment" intellectuals with
a nationalist orientation is not incompatible with
repressive measures against more open and radical
dissent.

A. Factionalism and Nationalism

In the 1960s and 1970s the attitude of a Ukrain-
ian official toward nationalism has been influenced
by his factional alignment."4 Not all factions within
the Ukrainian Party have given equal support to
the centralizing initiatives of the Brezhnev years.

SLL.
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I lu1 fat Himi <n»trrr(l in fhr raslrm, urban, and
Htmifjrd nhhut of DnrpmpHrovck has through

nut tlir hut dr< adr* f nmM nut|y hern tnnrlt iimtr

ho'vfilr Inward Ukrainian nat ioualUt dissent, and Inn

generally championed economic centralization a*

well. Tin? •Ulbseivlencc ul tills group to Mmmw
ouin much to tlir Im [ 9 lint Its patrons there wield

gtrat power, mid mu bestow great rewards on
their clients, Hrr/.hnrv served ns a lust secretary

both of Dnepropetrovsk anil ol neighboring

Zaporozhe. Kirilenko Is a former first secretary

i:f Dnepropetrovsk and also worked in the Party

in Zaporozhe, and Shcherbitsky Is it fnnnrr first

secretary of Dnepropetrovsk,

The faction rrntrrrd in another eastern, Indus-

trial oblast, Donetsk, lias played a more independ-

ent and ambiguous role, The Donetsk Party’s

membership grew rapidly throughout the 1900s,

and it became tin* largest Party organization in tin*

Ukraine, Because of the* si/e of this faction and

the* economic importance of its geographic base,

few Ukrainian leaders in recent years have been

willing or able to ignore its interests altogether.

Khrushchev seemed to act as Donetsk’s patron,

but bis fall did not affect the fortunes of the faction

adversely. Shelest may have attempted to win the

support of Aleksandr Lynshko and bis Donetsk

followers by defending Donetsk economic interests.

In turn, Lyashko and bis cohorts may have given

Shelest limited backing, but they kept their options

open. According to Ukrainian samizdat the First

Secretary of Donetsk obkom, Valdimir Degtyarev,

was one of only three obkom first secretaries in the

Ukraine who was openly hostile to Shelest during

bis time of troubles in May 1972. ,,;v Since Shelest’s

demise the Donetsk factions numerical representa-

tion in central Party and government institutions

has increased, and Donetsk men continue to be well

placed in key oblasts. For the last five years the

first secretaries of Kiev and Zaporozhe obkoms

have been Donetsk proteges of Lyashko. Yet the

seeming influence of the Donetsk faction has ap-

parently not reaped them the same economic con-

cessions under Shcherbitsky as they received under

Shelest. The attitude of this group toward the

ideological crackdown sponsored by Brezhnev and

his Dnepropetrovsk supporters has been passive and

equivocal. Donetsk is so Russified that the Party

there may see no need to iraik the whip on ibis

issue. Only on rmnomlr issues have they s|H»krn

out, bitterly opposing initial |tolf< fe* which -.light

the development of the Donbas coal industry

The Kharkov factions power was eclipsed after

1905, when its patron Podgorny unsuccessfully

vied with Ibe/lmev for the succession, Hrr/lmrv\

victory over Podgorny was accompanied by an

assault on the Kharkov Party organization. Its

membership was cut hack and its influence’ i|e*

creased. Si'ice 1905 the Kharkov faction has dis-

integrated, Some of Podgorny’s proteges In the

Ukraine, notably Nikolay Sobol, removed as Ukrain-

ian Second Secretary In 19.15 and from the Ukrain-

ian Politburo in 1972, suffered demotions, Other

Kharkov leaders, notably (Gregory Vashchenko, who
became First Secretary of Kharkov obkom only after

Podgorny’s departure from the Ukraine and bad no

dear ties to Podgorny, have fared better. While
some Klmrkoviuus, perhaps including Podgorny

himself, may have favored lenient treatment of

liberal writers, in 1908 Vashchenko joined Aleksey

Vutchenko, Scherbitsky’s man in Dnepropetrovsk,

to attack dissident writers.

Hie Kiev Party’s importance increased during

the tenure of Petr Shelest, Party boss of the Ukraine

from 1903 to 1972, Shelest began Ins Party career

in Kharkov and may have owed his elevation to the

First Secretaryship to Podgorny’s favor. As First

Secretary of Kiev obkom from 1957 to 1962, lie

placed old Kharkov associates in several key
positions. Under Shcherbitsky the political power
of the Kiev organization has been drastically re-

duced.

B. The Case of Shelest: A Vassal Who Loved
His Fief

The case of Petr Shelest, First Secretary of the

Ukrainian Party from 1903 until May 1972, pro-

vides an example of a feudal vassal who became so

attached to his fief that he incurred the wrath of

his lords. In May 1972 Shelest was dismissed as

First Secretary of the Ukrainian Party and ap-

pointed a Deputy Chairman of the USSR Council

of Ministers. Less than a year later he was dismissed

from this position and retired from the CPSU
Central Committee Politburo on pension. Shelest s

27
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Potr Sholost, outlod In 1972 at First Socrotary of tho

Ukrainian Commvnlit Party

removal from the Politburo was preceded by heavy
criticism of Ids alleged nationalist deviations. Some
Western students, in a display of Krcmlinological

dexterity, have argued that since nationalism was
the only public charge levelled against Shelest, it

could not have been the real reason for his removal.
Yet an examination of the evidence suggests that,

while no single-factor explanation is satisfactory,

Shelests identification with and toleration of

Ukrainian national sentiment played a major—if

not the major—role in paving the way for his

ouster.

Shelest's fall could plausibly he explained in

terms of power politics, pure and simple. Shcherhit-

sky, Shelest’s replacement as Ukrainian Party boss,

belonged to the close-knit faction of “Dnepropct-
rovtsy

; he had old and fast tics to Brezhnev, and
a long-standing rivalry with Shelest. According to

this thesis, for many years Brezhnev had been
“gunning” for Shelest, and hoping to replace him
with his client Shchcrbitsky. Conversely, Shelest’s

opposition to Brezhnev’s policies may have been

25X1

looted in puxxrr iniai'lrtiiljnia father than In

genuine polity different re. Certainly Sla b «t flic-

played a toniplt. nuns Iat k til tlrfettnie luu aid
Hfe/hnev, anti played down the Cent ra! Vt tetary’x

personal t rmtrihulinnv This argument, based on rite

me of a "patron then!” model of politital mobility,
is probably true as far as it goes. Its weakness Is

that it cannot adetpialely ait mint for the tin isfuu

of other Politburo members to go along with the

sacking of Shelesi, lo gain their approval, Ibr/hnev
probably needed an issue with which in fault

Shelest, flirts, while Mre/bnev may have regarded
policy mistakes by ’'belest merely as art excuse
for moving against him, |mliey differences may have
constituted the real reason that other Pnlllbmo
members concurred in this nctlmi.

At the time rtf Shelest's departure it was widely
speculated In the West that he was removed be-
canse of bis opposition to detente in general and
ttr President Nixon's May 1972 visit to the Soviet
Union In particular. The timing of his removal ns

First Secretary does suggest that this was the
immediate cause for the showdown. The decision
to remove him came between Nixon's announce-
ment on iS May of bis decision to mine Haiphong
harbor and Nixon's arrival in Moscow on 21 May.*
Shelest's opposition to this visit was in line with
his long-standing advocacy of heavy defense spend-
ing. and his generally bellicose attitude toward
the West. At a time when Brezhnev was committing
the Soviet Union to a detente policy and negotiating
a limited SALT agreement, in a June 1971 speech
Shelest had berated “the policy of US imperialism,

which presents the greatest threat to universal

peace,” and called for an increase in the defensive

might of the Soviet Union. 1"1

Shelest is said to

have advocated all-out attack on the US fleet after

Nixon's decision, and to have argued vehemently
at the Central Committee plenum of 19 May 1972

|25X

for the Nixon entourage, when he declined to

drink the toast to the SALT agreement, until per-

•Slielfst remained on the Politburo until 27 April lf)73,

sia. ,
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t)V Slirlrpifi, crrmnl (ci nitiliMII tii q nr^tivr
ntliludr Inward fhr vUi|. 0?

HppntiHnn to flm vhg may liavr tiiggrrrtl th**

flrrltfnn In wk Mirlrsf, hill if ftlntir* ilnr* uol Mlf-

p an rtplanaltnn for hh drparlmp, %lurr ihrfp
wrtr signs llial Ihr/hnrv had already laid fhc
groundwork for pushing Mm mil. In March 1971
thfpp of iirr/linrv\ suppmlrrs Wrrr addrd to fhp
Politburo, ‘Hip mtdllion of Shrhrrbltsky, Prrmirr
of ihp Ukruinr, c rratrd flip highly unusual and
ominous rlmimstancp of iwo rrpirsmtativrs of

tin’ Ukrainian npparal sitting as full mrmbm of

Ihp Politburo. At Ihp xatnr limp, Shrlrst was losing

his grip ovrr his mvn halliwlrk, 'Hip most glaring

slfpi lhat hp might no longrr l>p master of his

honsp was thr nppolntm rnt In Inl v 1970 of n m-w

Shrlrst had brrn out of step on foreign policy

issues oilier than (let *nte with the US. Consistent

with Ukraine’s World War If memories, he lmd
questioned the wisdom of rapprochement with
West Germany. In a 1909 speech at a ceremony
In Kiev marking the 25th anniversary of the libera-

tion of the Ukraine from Nazi occupation, Shelest

let out all stops in conjuring up memories of Nazi
war atrocities in the Ukraine. Reminding his au-

dience that "impernlists have long cast envious
glances on the Ukraine's wealth." and that "in

this century alone they twice pounced on the

Ukraine," he noted that "the present international

situation demands that the lessons of the past he
taken into account." since "international imperial-

ism is striving to unleash a new world war." Not
content with such generalities, he explicitly tried

to discredit Brandt's Ostpolitik:

Tlu* West Centum leaders misname their foreign

policy line the policy of building bridges. However,
the crux of the matter is not In the name but in the

fact that West German ruling circles count on subvert-

ing the unity of socialist countries, on tearing off this

or that piece from the socialist camp. But these lunatic

plans of West German revanchists will never become
a reality.00

Pravdas version of this speech omitted these ref-

erences to imperialist designs. Shelest later changed

25X1

sails and In bis Manh 1971 rrport In ihr 24th

Ukrainian Camgrrst, nn ihr rvr of ihr 24th CPSU
Congress, hr rndorsrd ||ip iipw treaty with West
(tPMnany. Hut ll h doubtful that his view* had
< hangrd rumplrtrlv. In a Juur 1971 sperrh hi

Kiev Iip again mailed past (human cupidity, hn
slsllug flint "ur havr no right to forged, must not

forgrt flip rvrnts i if World War ll,
,0°

It Is doubtful that Shelest's hawkish behavior
thiilng llie C/rch crisis significantly weakened hh
posillott, although this story serins to have hern
pul out by Soviet leaders, After Shelest's removal
a Central Committee letter, which was reportedly

circulated to local Party committers throughout
the USSR and sent to Czech Secretary Htisak, tried

to saddle Shelest with the blame for the Invasion.

I he letter reportedly accused him of giving the

Politburo misleading Information, on the basis of

which the leadership decided no solution other
than invasion was feasible, A similar charge— that

Shelest lmd tricked Brezhnev into Invading—was
leaked t oim Associated Press newsman in December
1972. Other reports indicate that in 1972 Brezhnev
«ave Tito a similar explanation for the Invasion.""

It is unlikely that the Politburo would linve relied

so completely on Shelest for information in such
a crucial matter. More likely these "leaks” were
self-serving disinformation prompted by Brezhnev's
desire to find a scapegoat to bear the onus of re-

sponsibility for the invasion.

Other factors no doubt contributed to Shelest’s

demise: his evident footdragging on Brezhnev's

promotion of consumer welfare; his alleged abuse
of the privileges of his office and “offenses against

socialist property,” particularly in catering to the
extravagant whims of his wife; his failure to bridle

bis son, who had promoted closer scholarly ties

to the West; 10- a possible disagreement witli Brezh-
nev over the issuance of new Party cards, perhaps
because Brezhnev wanted the Ukrainian Party to

reduce the size of its rapidly growing membership
via a purge.

Some combination of foreign policy differences

and personal failings might suffice to explain She-

lest’s dismissal. Yet none of his “mistakes” in these

areas seems serious enough to account for the in-

tensity of the public criticism which accompanied
his demise. In the end, Shelest’s "nationalism” must

29
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m f ion, IVilmpi tiiii'.l ob-
noxious Will lifo during defense of Ukrainian eco-

nomic interests.

Ukrainian administrators, like those of olhii1

union republics, have sought to develop a balanced
economy mol have complained of discrimination
In t«nf rut Investment policies. The coinpelitlon
between the Fasten! RSF.SI1 mid the Ukraine bus
been Intense, In the 1960s Ukralnlun economists
led an unsuccessful fight for building hydroelectric
power stations on the Dnepr rather than In Siberia,

charged that the Ukrainian chemical Industry was
being sacrificed to the rush to develop Siberia at

all costs, and complained that the Ukrainian ma-
chine Industry was forced to import products from
other republics, although the basis for tin- produc-
tion of such products existed in the Ukraine it-

self.'"
1 A Political l)l,mj article of 1005 noted the

vehemence with which Ukrainian administrators
insisted that the Ukraine was economically ex-

ploited by Russia, and declared "openly that they
arc being robbed.”

During the last few years, when priority has been
given to the development of oil and gas industry

in Siberia, the coal "lobby” of Donetsk has been
particularly vocal in charging unfair treatment by
central authorities. In 1971 Shelest added his voice

to their protests. At the 24th Ukrainian Party Con-
gress in March 1971 he lamented that in the past

five years only two new mines were constructed

in the Donbas, and regretted that "unfortunately.

Cosplan and the USSR Ministry of the Coal In-

dustry do not give sufficient attention to these

matters.” At the 24th CPSU Congress he praised

the work of the Ukrainian coal industry, noted its

important contribution to the Soviet economy, re-

iterated that the increase in the industry’s poten-

tials had been carried out at an exceedingly slow

pace, and added:

Some people try to assert that the part played by
gas and oil In the fuel balance is increasing, and there-

fore it is said that the attention paid to developing the
coal industry can be reduced. We believe this is wrong.

Donetsk First Secretary Degtyarev, doubtless grate-

ful for Shelest’s support, registered a similar com-
plaint at the Congress, and stated that "we fully

share” Shelest’s concerns in this matter. After the

Congress, presumably In nil effort In soothe Ukrain-
ian tempers, a CI’SU Central Committee decree
announced sharply Increased Investments In new
mines In the Donbas, b: April 1972 Degtyarev re-

vealed that seven new mines were scheduled to

lie opened in (be Donbas by 1975. After Shelest’s

removal these investments may have been cut back
again. In a November 1972 article Degtyarev com-
plained that "the miners of the Donbas have the

right to expect more effective assistance from the
USSR Ministry of Coal Industry." At a December
1972 Supreme Soviet session Donetsk leaders

l.ynshko and Aleksey Titarenko complained that

the Ukrainian coal Industry was suffering from
the postponement of the scheduled opening of new
mines and the modernization of old ones.'"''

Shelest’s “nationalism” went beyond economic
matters. lie also appeared reluctant to throw Ills

full weight behind campaigns to repurs »uilonalist

dissent. This attitude appeared in all three of the

major crackdowns during Ids tenure—in 1903-00,

in 1908 and in 1972. During the witchhunt of 1905-

00, while Shelest dutifully staged trials of dissi-

dents in the Ukraine, lie is reported to have gran^jdy^
an interview to the wife of one of the accused

promising an open and lair trial for her husband.'" 11

While Shelest lashed out at Ukrainian separatism

and "bourgeois” nationalism, possibly in an effort

to prove his ideological purity, lie simultaneously

permitted and even encouraged literary expressions

of national pride. At the Fifth Ukrainian Writers’

Union Congress of 1966, noted for the openness

of its proceedings, he paid a tribute to the efforts

of writers to preserve the Ukrainian language:

Under these conditions [of equality of nationalities]

our own Ukrainian literature and art are flourishing

and strengthening. ... It is imperative to treat our own
beautiful Ukrainian language with care and respect.

This is our treasure and great legacy which must be
respected and cultivated. . . . The Communist Party
always has supported and always will support in the

future your effort in this direction. 101*

2SL
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Hie lone of Ills speech contrasted sharply with that

of Vasily Kozachenko, a leading Russlfler on the
hoard of the Writers’ Union,

Evidently supporting a policy of limited Ukralnl-

zutinn, Shelest took concrete steps In 11X15 to en-

courage the use of the Ukrainian language In educa-
tion. In August of that year the Ukrainian Minister
of Higher Kducatlon, Yury Dadcnkuv, called In the
rectors of higher educational estahlishnient.s and
instructed them In writing to give lectures ''pre-

dominantly In Ukrainian." This Instruction, which
must have been sanctioned hy the First Secretary,

was reportedly countermanded hy central author-
ities after an orchestrated letter-writing campaign
of aggrieved parents who did not want their chil-

dren "denied” the opportunity of a Russian educa-
tion. 101

' Again in 1908 Shelest reportedly ordered
that college textbooks he published "first of all,

in the Ukrainian language.” The delegation of
Canadian Communists who visited the Ukraine in

early 1907 also maintained that Shelest, in contrast

to some other high officials in the Ukraine, favored
the preservation of the Ukrainian language. 1 10 As
late as May 1971, at a speech to the Ukrainian
Writers’ Union Congress, Shelest stated that "We
should oppose . . . the practice of littering our
language, a phrase invariably used to refer to the
influx of Russian words into the Ukrainian lan-

guage.

Shelest seemed to oppose other forms of Russi-

fication as well. In his report to the 23rd Congress
of the Ukrainian Communist Party in March 1966,

lie condemned both "bourgeois nationalism” and
“great-power chauvinism." In Soviet parlance the

former is synonymous with minority nationalism

and the latter with Russian nationalism. While
opposition to "bourgeois nationalism” is and was
r/e rigueur, placing "great-power chauvinism" on
the same plane had become strictly passe by
1966. 11 ”

Shelest’s reshuffling of the Ukraine’s ideological

staff in 1968 had the effect of putting men more
lenient toward nationalist dissent in key positions.

In March 1968 Andrcy Skaba, a reputed Russifier,

was replaced as ideology secretary by an academic,

Fedor Ovnharenko. Following Ovcharcnko’s ap-

pointment, the head of the Department of Science

and Culture of the Ukrainian Central Committee,

25X1

mid the chief editor of Kommunisl Ukruluy were
removed, The new editor of Kommimlst Vkrnb^^y^^
was believed by some observers to favor greater

local political autonomy,

Shelest clearly bucked central authority in de-

fending Olcs Ilonchar. In April 1968 Ilonchar’s

novel Sobor, which had earlier received favorable

reviews in Dnepropetrovsk newspapers and also

in Literaturnaya Gazeta, came under fire from the

Dnepropetrovsk Party organization, with the en-

thusiastic support of Writers’ Union officials Koza-
chenko and Mykola Shamota. Hostile reviews of

the novel were confined to Dnepropetrovsk and
Zaporozhe local papers until late April, when they
spread to republic-level papers. In June they were
followed up in the central press with an article

in Sovetskaya Kultura by Anatoly Ulanov, First

Secretary of Dnepropetrovsk gorkom. 117

In spite of the fact that Brezhnev and other
high authorities probably approved of the campaign

I I Ovcharcnko’s relations
with Shelest were strained after 1971; ,,a if so, Ovcharenko
was nevertheless retained in office during Shelest’s tenure.
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ufrainst Ilonolmr, his position In the Writers’ Union
was only gradually weakened. In December 1008
he was forced to share Ills authority with Koza-
chenko; It was announced that the two men. would
decide all questions jointly, In less than two months,
however, Ilonchar was again elevated to be sole
chairman and Kozachenko demoted to one of sev-
eral deputy chairmen. In May 1971 the long-de-
layed blow came; Ilonchar was retired from the
chairmanship, but with full honors. He was replaced
not by Kozachenko, but by Yury Smolich, who had
remained publicly neutral in the Sobor controversy.
Not until March 1073 after the removal of Shelest
did Kozachenko reap the full reward of victory
and ascend to the chairmanship.

Obviously, in order for Ilonchar to have clung
to his post for so long under such circumstances,
someone with power must have been looking out

UKnmiutri Party Congress in 1971, Shelest stated
that “not only young but sometimes even well-
known writers” produced “politically immature”
works. He repeated this veiled rebuke at the
Writers’ Union Congress which retired Ilonchar. 11 "

Shelest’s protective hand can also be seen in

the strange history of Ivan Dzyuba. In 1964 Dzyuba,
who already had a reputation as a spirited de-

fender of Ukrainian culture, was reportedly re-

quested by high Ukrainian Party officials to write

a study of Party nationality policy. In 1965 when
he completed his study, which turned out to be
a powerful critique of Russifying policies, he sent

it to Shelest, who reportedly circulated the manu-

script to Ukrainian Party secretaries for their com-
ments and consideration, Such a document ov-
viously aroused controversy, and Andrcy Skaba,
then Ukrainian ideology secretary, reportedly sug-
gested to Shelest during this period that Dzyuba
should be arrested. Shelest allegedly responded
with the remark that ‘ lie was not Kaganovich and
these were not the times of Stalin.” 12" Although
Dzyuba was detained for questioning by the police
in connection with the trials of 1965, he was soon
released. The unauthorized publication of Dzyuba’s
study in the West in 1968, as Internationalism or
RussificationP, however, provided his opponents
grounds for assailing him as a collaborator of
Ukrainian emigre “bourgeois nationalists.” During
the course of the campaign against him, in 1969
Dzyuba was expelled from the local Kiev branch
of the Ukrainian Writers Union, but was reinstated
by the republic Writers’ Union after he made a
carefully worded statement denying that he was a
nationalist.” Although he continued to pen pro-

test articles, he seemed immune from more serious
forms of persecution until 1972, when Shelest’s
own position had deteriorated. After being briefly
arrested in January 1972, lie was expelled from the
Ukrainian Writers’ Union in March, re-arrested in
April, tried and given a five-year prison sentence
in March 1973, then permitted or pressured into
writing an “apology” in November 1973, after which
he was pardoned and released. 121

Perhaps the best evidence of Shelest’s nationalist
sympathies surfaced when, in 1970, lie published a
book, O Ukraine, Our Soviet Land, which betrayed
an unseemly national pride. Although the book at

first received laudatory reviews, it contained pas-
sages which could be and later were used as am-
munition against Shelest. In particular, Shelest con-
tributed to the growing “Cossack cult” in the
Ukraine. He treated the Zaporozhian Sich with
sympathy, referring to its “democratic structure”
in which “all Cossacks had equal rights,” quoting
from Marx’s complimentary description of the Cos-
sack community, charging that Polish and Russian
historians had "grossly falsified” the history of the
Sich, and admonishing Ukrainian historians to pay
more attention to the ‘g* eat progressive role” played
by the Cossacks. He also had harsh words for the
Russian Tsars, whose “cruel” policies had “de-
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stroyed the freedom of the Ukrainian people,” and
fastened serfdom on the Ukrainian peasantry. 122

Although the book was printed in a large edition
of 100,000 copies, these soon sold out. Since it was
not 'reprinted, and within a year was reportedly
being removed from libraries, by 1972 excerpts of
the book began to circulate in samizdat

\

Only in April 1973, after Shelest had already lost
his position in the Ukraine, did a devastating review
of the book appear as die coup de grace and signal
for his final disgrace, removal from the Politburo.
Tucked away on the back pages of Kommunist
Ukrainy,'-4 the review laid bare Shelest’s sins in
shockingly blunt language. Never before had a
Politburo member been subjected to such blatant
public criticism from any organ below the Central
Committee or its executive organs. One by one the
book’s "serious shortcomings” were ticked off. The
author devoted too much space to the pre-October
history of the Ukraine, particularly to the Cossacks,
and he says nothing about the class stratification
of the Cossacks.” He is said to view Ukrainian
history "to a certain degree in isolation” from that
of the USSR as a whole, thus failing to elucidate
the friendship of nations” which cements the coun-
try together. On speaking of the reunification of the
Ukraine with Russia, he “never mentioned that,
thanks to this historic act, the Ukrainian people
were saved from foreign enslavement.” He sup-
posedly failed to reveal "the beneficial influence
of Russian culture” on the Ukrainian arts. While
waxing eloquent on the economic achievements of
the Ukrainian SSR, he somehow neglected to men-
tion that these were the "result not only of the
heroic labor of the workers of the Ukraine, but also
of all peoples of the USSR.” Finally, horrible dictu,

elements of economic autarky are obvious in the
book.” The following issue of Kommunist Ukrainy
contained an article written by Shcherbitsky, She-
lest’s successor in the Ukraine, which faulted un-
named Ukrainian writers for “national conceit and
narrowmindedness.” 120

'25X1

The latest issues of the Ukrainian Herald, only
excerpts of which arc thus far available to us, are
reported to explain Shelest’s removal in terms of
his nationalism.” According to this account Shelest
intervened to save Vasily Kutsevol, First Secretary
of Lvov obkom, whom Suslov wanted to oust for
errors in "internationalist and atheistic education
of the masses.” This action afforded his enemies,
Fedorchuk, Valcntyn Malanchuk and Shcherbitsky
the opportunity to complain to Moscow about
Shelest, and ultimately Shelest was summoned to
Moscow, where he was put in the "penal chair”
at a Politburo meeting and charged with "provin-
cialism and national narrow-mindedness.” The
Ukrainian Herald claimed that Shelest had the
support of most of the obkom first secretaries in
the Ukraine, and also of several non-Russian Party
leaders in other republics. Perhaps for this reason,
Shelest was not permitted to return to Kiev to
attend the Ukrainian plenum which ousted him. 120

Shelest s “nationalism” may have gone no deeper
than the desire of an independent-minded regional
leader to strengthen his power base. His opposition
to Brezhnev s personal ascendancy may have been
partly due to a belief that as a regional leader
he would have more power under a collective cen-
tral leadership than under one-man rule. Whether
Shelest sincerely sympathized with some forms of
Ukrainian national sentiment, or whether he turned
to nationalist elements only in an effort to drum
up support for a personal vendetta with Brezhnev,
we cannot know. Of greater concern here than
Shelest’s personal motivation is the fact that he did
act in ways which associated him to a degree with
Ukrainian national feeling. There is no reason to
doubt that nationalism in the broadest sense
manifested in Shelest’s book, his protection of some
dissident writers, his championing of the Ukrainian
language, his advocacy of economic decentraliza-
tion, his defense of Donbas coal interests, even
perhaps in his suspicion of West German motives—
constituted a major part of the case against him.

C. The Case of Shcherbitsky: As Royalist as
the King

Thus far. First Secretary Shcherbitsky has done
nothing to blemish his reputation as "Brezhnev’s
man in the Ukraine.” He has purged trouble spots
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in the Ukrainian cadre, mounted a major assault on
Ukrainian nationalist dissent, and given enthusias-
tic support to Brezhnev's policies. Although he has
not groveled in the manner of some Central Asian
leaders, he has offered the requisite amount of

public praise for his chief, and has gone out of

his way to emphasize that the Ukrainian Party
looks to Moscow for its marching orders.

Soon after taking charge in the Ukraine in May
1972, Shcherbitsky evidently moved to curtail the
growth of the Ukrainian Party, whose membership
had increased at a speed which may have alarmed
Brezhnev. From 1960 to 1972 the Ukrainian Party
grew at a faster rate than the all-union Party. In
1972 its membership dropped by 2,2 percent, while
the membership of the all-union Party rose by 1.3

percent. 1 -7

Shcherbitsky has also taken steps to consolidate Im-

position in central Ukrainian institutions. During
Shcherbitsky s tenure three new full members and
four new candidate members have been added to

the Ukrainian Politburo. On the enlarged Politburo
Shcherbitsky s Party Secretariat has more repre-

sentatives than the government, which had not been
the case with Shelest s Politburo, when Shcherbitsky
was Premier.

At least in terms of numerical .superiority in ruling

institutions, the Donetsk faction is now in the as-

cendancy. Aleksandr Lynshko, bead of the Donetsk

group, filled the post Shcherbitsky vacated as

Chairman of the Council of Ministers. Ilis faction

is represented on the Politburo by four full mem-
bers—Lynshko, Vladimir Degtyarev, Aleksey Titar-

enko, and Vitaly Sologub—and two candidate

members—Vladimir Tsybulko and Yakov Po-

grebnyak—and on the Secretariat by Titarenko and
Pogrebnyak. On the Ukrainian Central Committee
elected in 1971 the Donetsk Party organization was
represented by 14 full members (out of 148).

The Dnepropetrovsk faction is represented on the

Politburo by Shcherbitsky, Aleksey Vntchenko, and
probably Ivan Grushetsky. Vashchenko, the Khar-

kov man who has acted like a Brezhnev ally, was
transferred from First Secretary of Kharkov to

First Deputy Chairman of the Ukrainian Council

of Ministers, retaining his full membership on the

Politburo. Of the candidate members Vitaly Fed-

orchuk and Valentyn Malanchuk are Brezhnev allies,

and Malanchuk also sits with Shcherbitsky on the

Secretariat. On die Ukrainian Central Committee

elected in 1971, Dnepropetrovsk and Zaporozhe

provided 13 full members.

COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE UKRAINE POLITBURO
Members Other positions

•BORISENKO, Nikolay Mikhaylovich .... Secretary, CPUk Central Committee
DEGTYAREV, Vladimir Ivanovich . ..... First Secretary, Donetsk Oblast Party Committee
•GRUSHETSKY, Ivan Samoylovich . 0 , . ,

,

Chairman, Presidium, UkSSR Supremo Soviet
KALCHENKO, Niklfpr Timofeycvich , , . First Deputy Chairman, UkSSR Council of

Ministers

LUTAK, Ivan Kondratyevich ........... Second Secretary, CPUk Central Com nittce

LYASHKO, Aleksandr Pavlovich ........ Chairman, UkSSft Council of Ministc
SHCHERBITOKYi Vladimir Vasilyevich . . First Secretary, CPUk Central Committee; Mem-

| ;
ber, Politburo, CPSU Central Committee

•SOLOGUB, ’Vitaly Alekseyevich ........ Chairman, UkSSR Council of Trade Unions
TITARENKO, Aleksey Antonovich .... Secretary, CPUk Central Committee
VASHCHENKO, Grigory Ivanovich First Deputy Chairman, UkSSR Council of

Ministers

VATCHENKO, Aleksey Fedoseyevich ... First Secretary, Dnepropetrovsk Oblnst Party
Committee

Candidate members Other positions

•FEDORCHUK, Vitaly Vasilyevich .... ... Chairman, UkSSR KGB
•MALANCHUK, Valentyn Yefimovich ... Secretary, CPUk Central Committee
POGREBNYAK, Yakov Petrovich .... . .

.

Secretary, CPUk Central Committee
•SOKOLOV, Ivan Zakharovich . . . ... First Secretary, Kharkov Oblast Party Committee
•TSYBULKO, Vladimir Mikhaylovich . . . i First Secretary, Kiev Oblast Peiiy Committee—4 .

-.
-...if

'

. .

-

-

•Elected since 19 May 1972. V //

.
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The* former .strongholds of Podgomy ami Shelest

have.? deteriorated. In 1071 Kharkov ami Kiev worn

cut back to six full members ouch on the, Ukruin-

Ian Central Committee*. Nikifor Knlehenko Is the

only holdover from Podgorny's "old guard” remain*

Inf/ on the Politburo; la* Is probably little more than

a figurehead today. The* only presumed Shelest

ally remaining on the* Politburo is Ivan Luhtk,

who served with Shelest In Kiev in the 1050s, then

as his deputy in the central Ukrainian secretariat.

Unlike Lyashko, he has no strong geographic base

of support, but he occupies the important post of

Second Secretary of the Ukrainian Party. Shelter-

bitsky would probably be happy to be rid of him.

The composition of Party leadership on the oblast

level has also been it; flux. Since Shcherbitsky's

takeover 10 of tin* 2*5 Ukrainian ohkoms have tinder*

gone changes of first secretaries. Most of these were

removed during Shcherbitsky's first year-and-a-half

in office, and several were charged with "short-

comings” in work. In addition, many oblasts lost

other secretaries, Kherson, Poltava, and Voroshi-

lovgrad ohkoms, as well as Kiev gorkom, appear to

have been subjected to full-scale purges; Lvov,

Chernovtsy, and Odessa have also been hard hit.

Many of those deposed had ties to Shelest or

Podgorny.

Shehcrbitsky has also taken steps to increase*

his control over the Party organization of the capital

city. He has been critical of the performance of the

Kiev Party, and since January J972 all Party

secretaries of Kiev gorkom except for First Sec-

retary Aleksandr Botvin have been replaced. At

the same time, in May 1975 Shehcrbitsky separated

the Kiev gorkom Party organization from the obkom

organization and placed it under the direct super-

vision of the Ukrainian Central Commit tee.
, - M With

the city Party split off, the remaining oblast Party

has become a "rump." Having lost over half of its

membership, the size of the oblast Party falls

behind that of at least six other Ukrainian oblasts.

The status of Kiev city will now be similar to that of

the Moscow city organization, which is larger than

the Moscow oblast Party and not subordinated to it.

This arrangement augurs ill for the political for-

tunes of Vladimir Tsybulko, First Secretary of

Kiev obkom and a Donetsk protege of Lyashko,

and the political position of Botvin is also slinky.

Although Botvin could probably not be accused of
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Ideological laxity, having earlier played an active

role in preventing the spread of the Czech "disease,”

he has career ilr.x to Shelest. Botvin, like Shelest,

ro>e In the Kharkov Party organization, and served

under Shelest In Kiev obkom,

At least six of the departing obkom first secretaries

were replaced not through promotions from within

their own oblasts, the policy generally followed

during the Brezhnev years, but by men brought

In from outside. Not surprisingly, many of these

appointees either belonged to the Dnepropetrovsk

faction or came out of Shcherbitsky's Central (Join,

mittre apparatus. Fedor Morgan, the new Poltava

First Secretary, was clearly a Brezhnev protege, who
was educated in Dnepropetrovsk, and worked with

Brezhnev in Kazakhstan. Viktor Dohrik, who took

over In Lvov, was a former First Secretary o(

Dneprodzerzhinsk gorkom and a Brezhnev syco-

phant of many years,

Several of the new appointees had been con-

spicuously active in campaigns against nationalist

Vladimir Shcherbitsky, Firit Secretary of the Ukrainian

Communnt Party
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dissent, I)ohiik had been sent to IvnuO'Fhuikovsk
as a troubleshooter in hr now went to Lvov
In the wake ol iinti-Hnssiri It demonstrations theie.

Moth Ivan Mozgovoy, sent to Kherson, and Vladimir
Dikilsnrov, dispatched to the Western oblast o|

( .hernovtsy, had served as deputies of Trnuseni-
pathia First Secretary llnltsky. llnltsky had 'ditii

shot into prominence during tin* Czech crisis hy
his rclenthss struggle against dissent.

Of ohkotn first secretaries today, only two appear
to haw been proteges of Shelest. Th:-;? posts air

in the rrlatlvrly unimportant oldasts of Khmelnitsky
and Kirovograd,

1 In 1 mitral Ukrainian ideological apparat has
undergone an even more thorough hmiseeleanlng.

I hr kry step was takrn in October 1072 when
Ovcharrnko was replaced by Malanchuk, who as

an ideology secretary in Lvov had built a career as

a virulent crusader against dissent. Since 1907 as

I Jeputy Ministe,' of Education he had reinforced

this reputation as a Hussificr in numerous tracts

extolling the virtues of (In’ "friendship of na-
tiuns." *‘ w Malanchuk and Shcherbitsky have re-

staffed cultuni] and ideological departments of the

Ukrainian central Committee. Other cultural in-

stitutions and organs, as well as several institutes

of the Ukrainian Academy of Science were also

caught up in tin* purge.

MAJOR UKRAINIAN CULTURAL AND
IDEOLOGICAL POSITIONS RESTAFFED

SINCE 1072

Head of Central Committee Propaganda Department
Head of Central Committee Department for Scientific

ami Educational Institutions

Head of Central Committee Department of Organiza-
tional Party Work

Head of Central Committee Cultural Department
Chief Editor, KorrmiuriLf Ukra/ny

Chief Editor, Litcratuma Ukra/na

Chief Editor, Soviet Writers* Publishing House
Chalnnan, State Committee for Cinematography
Minister of Higher and Specialized Secondary Edu-

cation

Chairman of Writers' Union

First Secretary of Komsomol ~
(/

Rector of Higher Party School

The KGB had been taken out of Shelest’s hands
in the summer of 1970 when the central KGB, a

Vifoly Fodorchuk, hood of tho Ukroinlon KGB

stronghold of Brezhnev, had imposed Fedorchuk on
Shelest. Vitaly Nikitclicnko, a Kharkov man, had
headed the Ukrainian KGB since its formation in

1951. The length of his tenure suggests tfiat he
was a professional who remained aloof from politi-

cal infighting or enjoyed protection from a higher

lender like Podgomy. He was reportedly inclined

toward leniency in handling dissent. Fedorchuk,

hy contrast, came from outside the Ukrainian up.

parat, although he Is ait ethnic Ukrainian. A
veteran of service in Beria’s security apparatus,

he appeals to be close to Brezhnevs clients in the

central KCB 11" and may wield some authority in-

dependent of Shcherbitsky. Fedorchuk clearly came
to the Ukraine with a mandate to rout nationalist

dissidents.

Shcherbitsky has rallied this revitalized apparat
in a major crusade against dissent. An intensive

effort has been made to step up the ideological

education of young people, and oblast ideological

25X1 .2A.
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Volontyn Molonchuk, Idoology lecrolory of iho Ukroinion

Commurmf Party

conferences huve whipped the cadres into action.
I-vov has been the chief target in this campaign.
‘I’wo sensational trials of tourists, accused of being
agitators sent into the Ukraine by emigre organiza-
tions of Ukrainian nationalists, have been staged
there. Arrests and dismissals have kept the Univer-
sity of Lvov in turmoil. The regime has succeeded
in persuading several well-known dissidents to

recant—notably Ivan Dzyuba and Zina Franko,
the granddaughter of the celebrated Ukrainian
nationalist poet Ivan 1'rnnko, and a leading de-
fender of Ukrainian culture. 111 Many other dissi-

dents have been driven underground, The offensive
has gone so far that on one occasion Malancluik
was reportedly deterred by a commission sent by
central authorities from going through with a
planned trial in Lvov.'-1-’
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Shchcrhitsky has also paid homage to the

‘'immense historical role" of the /beat Hussians.

typical was a March 1971 Konmuuht Vkrnhuj
article denouncing the nationalist emigre "riff-raff"

for maligning the "high spiritual dignity of Hnsslan

man, lie wrote of the S'irtues of "Hussian man" in

rhapsodic fashion, concluding that "whoever of-

fends the Hussian people offends all Soviet people,"

Shchcrhilsky wrote a major article on nationality

relations for the December I97-I Issue of Kotnmtmhl.
i his article contained no sharp departures from
the policy Hrezhnev outlined at the fiftieth anniver-

sary celebration, but in the process of enlarging

on some of Brezhnev's pronouncements it toned
them down somewhat, and conveyed a sense of

reassurance* to the nationalities,

It is possible that Shchcrhitsky is trying to

broaden the base of bis personal popularity by

backing off somewhat from bis harsh stand on

national aspirations. With bis chief ailing, Shelter-

bitsky is stepping forth as a "comer" in the Polit-

boro, writing frequently on economic questions as

well as on the nationalities problem; but there are

no signs of any divergence between Brezhnev and
Shchcrhitsky. The more soothing tone of Shelter-

bitsky s article may reflect Brezhnev’s desire to

decelerate his Russification program rather than
any move by Shchcrhitsky to dissociate himself
from Brezhnev’s policy.

Even if Shchcrhitsky were so inclined, it would
probably be politically disadvantageous for him to

adopt a lenient attitude toward the grievances of
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tin- nationalities, .Michcthllskys girutest IlnMIlty a*
n candidate for Rrezhnrv's mantle In probably Ills

ilonr association with the Ukraine. If titiHUitK for
llio succession, |m would prolmhly Inin over Imck-
wnrds to prove Ids loyally lo Ihe/hnrv and Ids
ideological purity on flu* Issue of nationality rights.

VI. THE UKRAINE IN THE YEARS AHEAD
In an effort to evaluate the strength of centrlf-

"K«l forces In the Ukraine, we have broken the
Ukrainian problem down into Its component parts.

Mrst, we have seen that the Ukrainians possess
most of the Ingredients necessary for political self-

sufficiency. For a people who have not enjoyed
Independent statehood in modern times, they have
an unusually rich cultural heritage and retain a

decree of pride flint they are more "Knropean"
than the Croat Russians. They have a relatively

balanced economy, and over the last half century
they have been transformed from a peasant people
into a nation with a diversified class structure.

Yet our survey of linguistic and demographic
trends suggests that time may he on the side of
the forces of assimilation, at least in the Fast
Ukraine. Finguistic Russification is proceeding
steadily in the urban areas of Fast Ukraine. Al-
though most Ukrainians there continue to think of
themselves as Ukrainians, and continue to claim
Ukrainian as i. '\c native tongue, the Russian lan-
guage is replacing Ukrainian in official and public
communications. The use of Russian in public may
he largely due to official pressure, hut many
Ukrainians themselves have come to feel that

speaking Ukrainian is nekulturnyi” or unsophisti-

cated. The process is slow, hut the Russian element
in the Fast Ukraine is growing, particularly in the
cities, through assimilation of Ukrainians and mi-
gration of Russians.

In West Ukraine the statistics tell a somewhat
different story. West Ukraine has more than held
its own against Russian encroachments. This fact

points to another dimension of the Ukrainian prob-
lem. The history, culture, and religion of East
Ukraine have to a great degree been intertwined
with the Russians, hut the Soviet annexation of
West Ukraine introduced into the Soviet system
an alien and generally hostile population which can

25X1

he Russified, if at all, only through a massive and
pmhmgcd effort.

While assimilation Is gradually taking place in
Fast Ukraine, this does not preclude the possibility
that Ukrainian opposition to Russian rule may he
Increasing, partly hccmise of the West Ukrainian
infection. The two tendencies would not necessarily
he incompatible. The very forces of urbanization,
social mobilization, and mass education which work
to efface national differences in the long run may
simultaneously heighten consciousness of those
differences in die short run. In fact, Ukrainian
nationalism does appear to he growing, or at least
becoming more vocal. During the last several
decades Ukrainian dissent has undergone an evolu-
tion—from the- armed re sistance of World War II.
to tlie formation of conspiratorial groups in the*
l!)'J)s, to the flourishing of open protest in the
HKK)s, Overt dissent prolmhly reached its peak in
the- period between IIKI8 and 1070, in the- wake of
the- invasion of Czechoslovakia and during the
period when Shelest was permitting dissident
writers a measure of latitude. Sheherhitsky’s cam-
paign fur ideological conformity Ims put the dis-
side-nts on the- defensive-, hut they have- not hern
completely silenced and the reintroduction of more
draconian measure's may have radicalized them.
(See page 1!).)

A geographic and sociological breakdown of dis-
sidents reveals that dissent is not completely con-
fined to the Intelligentsia, or to one section of tire

Ukraine. Although nationalism has always been
stronge r in West Ukraine, particularly in Galicia,
in recent years dissent seems to have been on the
rise in the cities of Fast Ukraine as well. And
although the hulk of Ukrainian dissidents are
intellectuals, Ukrainian nationalism probably has a
greater popular base than Russian liberal dissent.
On a few recent occasions workers have engaged
in strikes with nationalist overtones, hut coopera-
tion between workers and intellectuals is doubtless
impeded by the general failure of the nationalist

intelligentsia to articulate lower class grievances
concerning living standards and material welfare.
Overt nationalism seems to remain an urban
phenomenon; if nationalist disturbances involving
the peasantry have occurred in recent years, we do
not know about them. Larger portions of the
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intelligentsia, however, hti been Involved In pro-

tests since I lir* MHIOs. This period witnessed tin?

emergence of a new type of nationalist dissent,

I

avowedly Marxist In orientation, which appealed
to new Soviet elites for whom traditional Ukrainian

nationalism seemed outdated,

I

I he c ase of the' Ukrainian dissidents is strength-

ened somewhat by support from other dissident

elements in Soviet society, Itecent years have* seen

I

a gradual convergence between the alms and
tactics of the Ukrainians and other dissident groups,

and a diminishing of old hostilities, l ire Ukrainians

I

have received some cautious support from the Jews,

and Soviet propagandists have taken to charging

collusion between "Zionists and Ukrainian "bour-

geois nationalists." More important, Hussion liberal

I

dissidents, in the' past lukewarm or hostile 1 toward
Ukrainian separatist sentiments, have shown in-

creased sympathy for Ukrainian aspirations, and

I

Christian dissent, particularly that of the 1 Uniatcs,

continues to reinforce 1 Ukrainian nationalism.

Another variable Is the decree of external stip-

I

port for Ukrainian nationalism. As the regime's

detente policies make it increasingly vulnerable to

criticism from "the other shore 1," and open tip chan*

I

tiels of communication between the Soviet Union
and the West, organized protest of Ukrainian

emigres in the United States and Canada becomes

. a potential shield for Ukrainian dissidents, and
could perhaps encourage them to engage in bolder

acts of dissent. The Ukraine is even more suscep-

tible 1 to East European influence, due to the histori-

cal association of West Ukraine with bordering

East European countries, and the polyglot character

of the affected populations. If discontent in the

|

Ukraine mounted sufficiently to create a "revolu-

|

t ionary situntion," a revolt in Eastern Europe could

have n catalytic effect. Evidence* that this level of

discontent has not been reached is found in the

events of 1968, when what was probably wide-

spread sympathy for the Czechoslovaks created

enough unrest in the Ukraine to make Party officials

jittery, hut to our knowledge did not result in any

violent incidents of a serious nature. A successful

revolution in Czechoslovakia might have a more
jolting effect on the Ukraine, but to speculate

about this is to call in the unforeseen to account

for the remote.
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military encounter with the Chinese might well

stimulate Ukrainian fraetionalksm yet it is unlikely

that Ukrainian nationalists would side with the

Chinese, Ukrainian dissidents dislike the Chinese
regime more than the Soviet one; the only refer-

ences to Maoism In Ukrainian samizdat are nega-

tive ones. Nationalism in the Ukraine appears to lie

waxing rather than waning, hut a serious separatist

effort Is not in sight.

Even if the Ukrainians resented Russian domina-
tion as greatly as do the East Europeans, at least

two major factors make the Ukrainian situation

different from that of Poland or Czechoslovakia.

First of all, the Ukraine has no national military

units of its own. The various Soviet nationalities

arc* thoroughly and deliberately integrated in the

Soviet military; troops stationed in the Ukraine
probably do not contain a higher than proportionate

percentage of Ukrainians. Secondly, although the

Ukrainian Party and government are in the hands
of native Ukrainians, if put to the test they would
probably by-nnd-large cast their lot with the regime.

The leaders of the Ukrainian Party arc more com-
pletely integrated into the Soviet system than were
their counterparts in Czechoslovakia, and the sys-

tem has been good to them. The central regime
has accorded Ukrainian Party apparatchiks career

advantages perhaps sufficient to prevent them from

nurturing significant grievances.

Yet the Ukrainian Party has not been completely

free of nationalist tendencies. These most frequently

take the form of economic localism. But unless the

case of Shelest he regarded as an aberration—and

it is unlikely that he would have taken the stands

he did without the support of important segments

of the Ukrainian Party—nationalist tendencies may
continue to he manifested in other attitudes. These
may include support for schemes of political de-

centralization, relative leniency toward dissident
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writers, mid a ^cncriil unwillingness to acmlo to
tlio claim of Hiisslan superiority In all tilings. At-
titudes toward iiatioiiall.sm .seem to he dependent
In part on factional allKnments, with the Dnepro-
petrovsk faction traditionally taking the lead In

Russifying campaigns. On the basis of slim evi-
dence, supported by common sense, we may pre-
sume that Party officials from the West Ukraine
are more amenable to compromise with nationalist
elements, although there are exceptions to this rule,

Malnnclmk, who hails from Lvov, and Ilnitsky, a
native of I ranscarpathia, are both fiery champions
of Russification. Finally, the policies pursued by
Ukrainian leaders are complicated by the presence
of powerful patrons at the center who originally
came out of the Ukrainian Party organization, and
continue to meddle In Ukrainian affairs.

At present Shchcrbitsky seems to have the
Ukrainian Party in hand. lie has purged those who
drugged their feet In the Ideological crackdown,
and most of those wlm lm.l a _

Under Hrczlmcv, the leadership has taken a hard
line against all forms of Ukrainian nationalism. The
leaders have cracked down on nationalist dissent
and pronounced dogmas which appear to give
official blessing to intensified Russification. They
have also resisted proposals to decentralize eco-
nomic administration, hinted at constitutional

changes which might reorganize administrative
units on economic rather than on nationality lines,

and fired an independent-minded Ukrainian Party
boss who stretched his authority and who seemed
sympathetic to some forms of national “deviation.”

But campaigns to root out nationalism are hard to

sustain for long periods, since they run the danger

ol exacerbating the problem they were Intended to

solve, And tin* vice of “localism” can be expected
to rear its head periodically. A regional Party boss,

whatever Ids nationality, is responsible for the
economic performance of Ids union republic. He
naturally lobbies for Its interests in the allocation of
resources.

Both alter Stalin’s death and alter Khrushchev*.*;

ouster, the temporary diffusion ol authority resulted
in a relaxation of Hussilleation efforts and a growth
in assertiveness of union republic leaders. A similar

relaxation may well follow Brezhnevs demise,
but will probably be as short-lived as previous
"thaws.” On tin* whole, central authorities can be
expected to continue a “muddle* through’* nationali-

ties policy, to continue alternating spasms of re-

pression with periods of malign neglect, in ad hoc
efforts to keep a nagging problem under control
without aggravating it. They may hope that long-
range forces of economic modernization and social

integration will do what out-and-out repression
cannot—undercut nationalism by gradually elimi-
nating the national differences which lie at its base.

If particularistic attitudes in the Ukraine and in

other border regions persist, and come to be per-
ceived as a mortal threat to the central regime,
however, it is conceivable that a different ap-
proach might be adopted. The preponderance of the
Great Russian nationality would make it difficult to

establish a genuinely federal system, even if this

were desired, just as the preponderance of Prussia
made federalism in imperial Germany unwork-
able. Consequently, if concessions came, they would
probably take the form of granting greater dc facto
autonomy to a few key nationalities, in an effort

to buy their support for the system. By such an
action nineteenth-century Austrians gave the Mag-
yars a stake in the preservation of the Hahshurg
Empire and thus pacified them. Czechoslovakia
provides an example of a Communist state in which
major minorities have a degree of autonomy.

Yet the impulse toward Russian domination and
the creation of a unitary state is strong. This urge
has ideological as well as historical roots. While
classical Marxism was as hostile to Russian national-

ism as to minority nationalism, the main thrust of

Soviet Marxist ideology has been toward centralized

political and economic decision-making, and uni*
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form cultural forms, Political centralization in a

state where? one nationality Is larger than all the

others combined, as well as being their historic

master, inevitably results in domination by that

nationality. Economic efficiency is enhanced if

planners are able to treat the entire Soviet Union

as a single economic entity, placing industries and

assigning crops where most profitable or strategi-

cally useful, without regard for local desires, If

culture and language arc to be “internationalized”

or standardized throughout the Soviet Union, Ibis-

shin language and culture is the logleal vehicle for

this purpose. This process of “Hussiuuizution,” by

which Russian language and culture become uni-

versalized to serve* the needs of a multi-national em-

pire for communication and integration, can hr

defended on pragmatic and even ideological

grounds. In practice, however, “Hussianizatiou” has

led to "Russification ,n7 the process hy which the

regime attempts to transform the minorities objec-

tively ami psychologically into Hussians. Hero con-

siderations of rculpolitik are probably paramount.

Soviet Ihissian leaders doubtless have the usual

prejudices of a dominant ethnic group, but they arc

not Great Russian chauvinists consumed with an

emotional desire to convert alien populations; there

is little indication of this soit of zeal in the leader-

ship. Rather, it Is the desire for more political

control over the minorities which leads the central

authorities to strive for the eradication of national

differences, and lias been among the main factors

causing them to shy away from schemes of admin-

istrative or economic decentralization. Finally, the

sheer weight of an old imperial tradition argues

against systemic changes to relax central control

over tin* provinces.

It Is even possible that Soviet leaders might

move in the other direction, toward a radical re-

duction of authority for the union republics, per-

haps resulting in the formal abolition of the Soviet

Federation, and open association of the Communist

regime with traditional Russian nationalism, Some

Soviet leaders today flirt with Russian nationalism

because of its possible uses as a political tool, in

the same* way that the Tsars, not Pan-Slavs them-

selves, promoted Pan-Slav ideas for gro.t-powcr

purposes. During World War II Stalin dkcnrdcd

Marxist slogans in favor of nationalist ones with

greater emotional appeal. With the waning of ide-

ology as a force capable of motivating people and

legitimizing the regime, some leaders may he cast-

ing about for a substitute “integrative myth” for

the regime.

After the Russian Republic itself, there is no area

of the Soviet emphe more important to Moscow

than the Ukraine. Neither the center nor the prov-

ince are easy in their present relationship and in

one way or another this is bound to change in

coming years, This change may be gradual and

evolutionary, but it may also result from a decision

in Moscow that special measures are required. If

so, the direction of change will more likely be

toward greater centralization, rn'dicr than a devolu-

tion of power.
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